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1 - THREE GUN BOOKS
Handguns & Rifles by Hogg, hard cover, large format, 128
pages. The Worlds Sniper Rifles by Hogg, small format, 144
pages. Famous Guns by Bouman, small format, 139 pages.
GC

16 - MOSIN NAGANT 91/30 RIFLE
WWII Soviet Mosin Nagant M91/30 bolt action rifle. 29”
7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights. Chamber with Tula
arsenal marks and 1934 and 43 dates. Hexagonal receiver
variant. Most overall arsenal blue. GC woodwork complete
with sling. VGWO&C ALR
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2 - THREE GUN BOOKS
Gun Digest Price Guide, soft cover. 97th Edition of Shooters
Bible, soft cover. Small Arms Pistols & Rifles by Hogg, hard
cover, small format. GC

17 - NO4 MK2 RIFLE
Scarce and desirable variant of the SMLE rifle. 25” .303 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is
marked NO4 MK2. The wrist is marked with ↑ and C inside circle for Canada. Metalwork has near all original black
enamel finish. ExC original woodwork complete with sling.
All visible numbers except the magazine are matching. VGExWO&C ALR

3 - TWO WESTERN GUN BOOKS
Both hard cover and large format. Guns of the America West
by Rosa, 191 pages, B&W pictures and The Taming of the
West - Age of the Gunfighter by Rosa, 192 pages, colour and
B&W pictures. VGC
4 - TWO GUN BOOKS
The Art of Miniature Firearms - Centuries of Craftsmanship,
hard copy, large format, 330 pages, colour photos. Antique
Arms Annual 1971, soft cover, large format, 262 pages. GC

18 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military SMLE Carbine. 21” .303 cal barrel with
flash hider, bayonet lug and original sights. The receiver
marked No5 MK1 (F) 5/47. The wrist stamped ENGLAND
↑ and F47. The number on the bolt is hard to make out but
the last digits appear to be matching the receiver and stock.
Metalwork has most overall thinning original enamel finish.
VGC original woodwork which has been sanded at some
time. VGWO&C ALR
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5 - SOVIET GREAT COAT
WWII era, Soviet Union, heavy woollen great coat. Dark
olive colour with brass buttons and Soviet Star. Missing one
button. GC

19 - P14 RIFLE
British WWI era Enfield bolt action rifle. 27”.303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber stamped
ER (Eddystone Remington) and ordnance marks. Bolt and
receiver have mismatched numbers. Metalwork has near
all original blue. VGC woodwork complete with swivels.
VGWO&C ALR

6 - CZECH BACK PACK
Most likely Czech Cold War era canvas back pack/haversack, drawstring top and alloy fittings. GC
7 - MILLS GRENADE
A British WWII No36 Mills Bomb. The body has 5 deactivating holes drilled and the base is marked No36M MKI and
44 date etc. VGC NLR
8 - AT 94 RIFLE GRENADE
British Military inert ant tank rifle grenade as used with the
No4 rifle. Marked GREN RIFLE AT 94 MK2 1-53. Most
original black finish. VGC NLR
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20 - '07 BAYONET
WWII Australian 1907 bayonet, 1940 dated, 42cm blued
blade, complete with scabbard. Chip missing from the grip
near the screw otherwise GC
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21 - '07 BAYONET
Similar to previous lot but NZ marked on hilt. The blade
has pitting all over and hard to make out 1918 date. Without
scabbard. FC

9 - AT 94 RIFLE GRENADE
Similar to previous lot. VGC NLR
10 - MILLS GRENADE
An inert WWII era British No36M Mills bomb, dated 1941
and missing the handle and pin, has five deactivating holes.
FC NLR

22 - No.4 BAYONET
Spike bayonet for the SMLE rifle. Most enamel finish and
stamped No4 MKI. Includes steel scabbard. VGC
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23 - TWO NAGANT BAYONETS
Two socket bayonets for the Soviet Mosin Nagant M91/30
rifle. VGC

11 - ARISAKA BAYONET
Imperial Japanese bayonet. 39½cm blued blade with fuller
and Nagoya arsenal mark. Hooked quillion and ExC wood
grips, includes it's steel scabbard. ExC

24 - FINISH BERETTA PISTOL
WWII era Italian Beretta M1934 Finish Army contract pistol. 3½” .380acp cal barrel, the slide with Beretta Gardone
address and 1941 date and serial number (matching on the
frame) which also has Finish Army SA acceptance mark
above the trigger. Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC
original black PB logo hard rubber grips. ExWO&C CLR

12 - '07 BAYONET SCABBARDS
Three Australian WWII 1907 bayonet scabbards marked
Mangrovite 42 & 43. VG - ExC
13 - MOSIN NAGANT ACCESSORIES
Soviet M91/30 bayonet plus a twin pebble grain pouch, oil
bottle and tool. VGC
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14 - MOSIN NAGANT M38 CARBINE
Soviet WWII bolt action carbine. 20” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights. The chamber with Izhevsk arsenal
marks and 1944 date. Metalwork with near all arsenal finish.
ExC laminate stock complete with sling and rod. ExWO&C
ALR
15 - MOSIN NAGANT 91/30 RIFLE
Soviet pre WWII M91/30 bolt action rifle. 29” 7.62x54R cal
barrel with original sights. The chamber with Tula arsenal
mark and 1931 date. Hexagonal receiver model with matching serial number on bolt, barrel and magazine. Metalwork
has near all arsenal finish. ExC woodwork complete with
sling and rod. ExWO&C ALR
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25 - BERETTA M1934 PISTOL
Italian WWII semi auto pistol. 3½” .380acp cal barrel, slide
with Gardone address and '37 date. Metalwork has most
original finish with some speckle staining. VGC original
grips. G-VGWO&C CLR
26 - P38 PISTOL
WWII German semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal with original
sights. The slide is marked P38 ac44 (Walther 1934) and
359 Waffen-amt marks plus acceptance marks matching on
the frame. Metalwork has most overall original dark blue
with typical late war machining marks and a small area of
pinpricking near the serial number on the slide. ExC dark
brown/black original grooved plastic grips. All visible serial
numbers are matching except the one on the magazine which
is correct WWII Walther made type. Includes its scarce
original WWII black leather hard shell holster stamped P38
and Waffen-amt as well as cey makers mark with 44 date.
VGWO&C B/CLR
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27 - NAGANT 1895 REVOLVER
Soviet WWII double action revolver. 4.3” 7.62 cal barrel
with original sight. Frame with 1943 date and Izhevsk arsenal mark. Metalwork has most thinning original blue with
some holster pitting on the side of the barrel below the sight.
VGC original grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
28 - WEBLEY MARK VI REVOLVER
Uncommon variant of the British Military revolver with the
4” .455 cal Mark V type barrel stamped Webley & Scott
Ltd Birmingham MARK VI with commercial proofs also
on the chambers. The frame has Webley patents and bullet logos. Most dulling original blue with some scratching
on the band. VGC brown vulcanite grips with lanyard ring.
VGWO&C B/CLR

38 - DP SLING
Original sling for the Soviet WWII DP and DPM light machine guns. Cream leather with webbing backing and brown
leather centre pad. VGC
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39 - DP CLEANING KIT
Olive green webbing original cleaning kit for the Soviet DP
and DPM light machine guns. Contains three piece rod and
three tools. VGC
28

40 - DP MAGAZINES
Three 47R pan magazines for the Soviet 7.62x54R machine
gun. Contained in original canvas carry case. VGWO&C P7
41 - THOMPSON SLING
Very scarce original Khaki Webbing ‘NO BUCKLE’ sling
for the 1921, 28 and M1A1 Thompson. Hard to find better
in as issued superb ExC.

29 - WEBLEY MARK VI REVOLVER
British Military WWI revolver. 6” .455 cal barrel with ordnance marks. The frame with 1917 date and patent information plus sold out of service stamp. Most overall dulling
blue. VGC original brown vulcanite grips with lanyard ring.
VGWO&C B/CLR
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30 - TT33 HOLSTER AND MAGAZINE
WWII era Soviet holster for the Tokarev pistol. Brown
leather with straps, without metal rings and has the vertical
magazine pouch. Also includes magazine (variant without
lanyard rings) VGC ALR

43 - AMERICAN SMG BOOK
American Sub machine Guns 1919-1950 by Guillou. Hard
cover, large format and 79 pages with extensive colour photos and period B&W. Great technical reference. NEW

31 - TWO ENFIELD HOLSTERS
Two WWII Khaki webbing holsters for the British Enfield
revolver 1941 ↑ marked. ExC
32 - P38/P1 MAGAZINES
Two original Walther magazines for post war variants of the
P38. One stamped P38 and the other P1 9mm etc. VGC ALR

44 - M1 GARAND BOOK
The M1 Garand by Huon. Hard cover, large format, 77 pages with extensive colour and black and white photos. Good
technical reference. NEW
45 - LEE ENFIELD SNIPER RIFLE
Rare WWII British Military No.4 MKI T Sniper rifle. 25"
.303 cal barrel with original sight and bayonet lug and is
marked with discrete post war English proof mark. The
receiver is marked No.4 MK.I T over a second smaller T
(both are correct font). The receiver is fitted with correct
twin mounting blocks and No32 MKI telescopic sight with
all correct markings and has excellent clarity. The rear sight
is correctly without aperture. The wrist of the gun is marked
M47C 1943 serial number over TR. The bolt channel has
correct Holland & Holland Crown D6 E proof mark. The
VGC original stock also has H&H S51 mark and cheek
piece. The top of the wrist has had the optic serial number
struck out and is fitted with original 1907 pattern sling and
serial numbers are mismatched indicating post war refurbishment. A nice genuine example. VGWO&C ALR
Estimate $7,000 - $10,000
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33 - K98 PARTS AND CLEANING KIT
Parts for German K98 - front sling swivel, bayonet lug and
nose cap, plus the cigarette case style cleaning kit and 5 post
war chargers. VGC ALR
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34 - 1928A1 THOMPSON S.M.G
US WWII era sub machine gun. 10” .45acp cal fluted barrel
with Cutts compensator fitted. The receiver has the Lyman
adjustable sight and is marked US MODEL 1928 A1 with
Auto Ordnance suffix, address, patent information and US
inspectors WB mark with crossed cannons. Upper and
lower serial numbers are matching. Metalwork retains near
all finish. ExC original woodwork complete with swivels.
Includes original 5 cell magazine pouch containing five 20R
magazines and one 30R magazine. ExWO&C C&P7
35 - MARK V STEN GUN
WWII British Military Sub machine gun. 8” 9mm cal barrel
with bayonet lug and foresight, the magazine well is marked
↑ STEN MK5 M/78. The underside is marked STEN MKV
and rack number. Metalwork has near overall finish. VGC
woodwork and is complete with it's original magazine.
ExWO&C C&P7

46 - BRNO MODEL 5 RIFLE
Vintage Czech Sporting rifle. 22” .22lr cal barrel with
original hooded fore sight and 3 blade rear sight. Marked
BRNO Model 5 with 1972 proof mark. The receiver fitted
with vintage Weaver Micro Trac scope. Metalwork has near
all original blue finish to the barrel and parkerised finish on
the receiver. ExC original woodwork complete with swivels
and 5R magazine. ExWO&C ALR
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36 - PPSH-41 S.M.G
Soviet WWII sub machine gun. 11” 7.62 Tok cal barrel
with ventilated shroud and original sights, ordnance mark
and 1943 date. Metalwork has most overall arsenal finish.
ExC wooden stock complete with sling and scarce 35R box
magazine. VGWO&C C&P7
37 - DP MACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII era light machine gun. 24’ 7.62x54R cal barrel
with original flash hider, ventilated shroud, original sights
and bipod. The rear of the receiver is dated 1944. Metalwork
has near all dulling overall finish. VGC original woodwork
complete with oiler and swivel. Also includes three 47R pan
magazines and metal carry container with Finish SA marking. VG-ExWO&C C&P7
B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue

42 - THOMPSON M1 ACCESSORY KIT
Original US Military accessory kit for the M1 and M1A1 &
SMG. Original webbing bag, cleaning rod, chamber brush,
oiler spring, guide, buffer and ejector. In as issued ExC CLR

47 - BRNO 465 RIFLE
Collectable vintage Czech bolt action rifle. 22½” .22 Hornet cal barrel with original hooded front and three leaf rear
sights and dated 1949. The receiver has twin set trigger and
is marked ZKW 465 ZBROJOVKA BRNO and is fitted with
the factory Meopta 3 power single turret telescopic sight.
Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC walnut stock
with a few handling marks. Includes its original detachable
magazine. ExWO&C ALR
46

48

48 - STEYR SL CARBINE
Vintage, circa 1969, sporting rifle. 20” .222 cal barrel with
original sights and hammer forge detailing. The receiver
with twin set triggers and Steyr Daimler markings, it has
quick release mounts and Weaver K4 scope. Metalwork has
near all overall blue with an area of pitting where the barrel
and receiver join and the metal meets the wood, as well as
a similar area on the safety. GC refinished full wood stock.
G-VGWO&C ALR
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49 - RUGER No.1 RIFLE
US Single shot falling block hunting rifle. 23” .416 Remington Magnum cal bull barrel with original sights and scope
mount. Metalwork has near all original blue finish. ExC
checkered walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR

63

61

50 - COLT LAWMAN REVOLVER
Vintage, circa 1982-85, Colt double action revolver. 4”
.357 cal barrel with original sight and is marked LAWMAN
MKV etc and Hartford address. The frame has the Rampant
Horse V logo. Metalwork retains near all original bright
blue, VGC original wood grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
51 - S&W 686 REVOLVER
US double action revolver, circa 1980’s. 6” .357 cal barrel with adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork with
only minor handling marks. ExC original wooden grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR
52 - BERETTA 92FS PISTOL
US made semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, slide with
fixed sights and USA address etc. Metalwork has near all
original matte blued finish. ExC original black plastic grips
and includes 4x15R magazines and pouch. ExWO&C B/
CLR
53 - S&W MODEL 41 PISTOL
High quality US semi auto target pistol. 5½” .22lr cal slab
sided barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork has near all
original blue with all over fine handling marks. VGC original checkered wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
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64 - MP44 RIFLE
WWII German select fire rifle. 16” 8mm Kurz barrel with
knurled nut, sights and stacking hook as well as a discreet
post war British proof mark. The receiver is stamped MP44
and has 1944 date as well as WaA21 Waffen-amt. The underside is also Waffen-amt marked WaA623 (Steyr). The
gun has two position selector and metalwork has near all
blued finish. VGC original wooden grips and butt stock with
matching number but re-numbered on the steel portion of
the butt. Includes its post war STG44 marked magazine.
ExWO&C C/P7LR Estimate $7,000 - $10,000
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56 - COLT PISTOLS BOOK
Colt Pistols by R.L. WILSON & R.E. HABLE. This First
Edition deluxe hardback with slip cover is a great pictorial
book with large colour photos covering pistols from 18361976, 379 pages. ExC
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57 - STANDARD CATALOGUE OF COLT FIREARMS
This 2007 reference by R Sapp has 450 colour photos and
price listings for 500 models, large format, hard cover. ExC
58 - COLT SINGLE ACTION BOOK
Colt Single Action - From Patersons to Peacemakers by
D Alter. Great ‘coffee table’ style reference book with extensive colour photos, hard cover, large format, 309 pages.
VGC
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59 - COLT 1911 PISTOL TOOL
Original US WWII combination screw driver/punch for the
US Military 1911/A1 pistol. Marked STANLEY C64149.
All original parkerised finish. ExC
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60 - 1911 MAGAZINE POUCH
US, most likely WWII period double magazine pouch,
Khaki green webbing marked US and MEDCORP SADDLE CO. ExC
66

62 - V44 SURVIVAL KNIFE
Rare US WWII survival/fighting knife. 24cm large Bowie
blade marked CASE XX. Heavy brass cross guard, ExC
black plastic grip with 3 rivets. Includes its brown leather
tooled scabbard marked ‘Colins & Co Legitimus 13’. (see
page 136 of COLES #3 book). As used by the Airforce 'bail
out kit' as well as the US Marines including Col Carlsons
2nd Raider Battalion. ExC
63 - TAYLORS WITNESS FIGHTING KNIFE
WWII private purchase Commando dagger/fighting knife
by Taylor’s Witness of Sheffield England. 150mm Sharpened double edge plated blade marked with Taylor's Witness logo, brass guard and stacked leather grip with alloy
pommel, some staining to the blade. Includes its original
leather sheath which has the name M WIGGINS written
on the back. These knives were a popular private purchase
knife in England for both the British and US troops prior to
D Day. VGC
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54 - COLT 22 AUTOMATIC PISTOL
Vintage, circa 1924, Colt Pre-Woodsman automatic target
pistol. 6½” .22lr cal round barrel with original fixed sights,
marked with Hartford address and patent dates ending in
1918. The slide is marked COLT AUTOMATIC cal .22
LONG RIFLE and rampant horse logo. Metalwork retains
near all original blue with some minor handling marks and a
very small area of staining above the slide lock. ExC original checkered walnut grips. ExC correct 50/50 blued original magazine. Hard to find better. ExWO&C B/CLR
55 - COLT MATCH TARGET PISTOL
High quality US vintage target pistol, circa 1973. 6” .22lr
cal slab sided barrel with original adjustable Ellison sights.
Marked with Hartford address, Colt logo and MATCH
TARGET etc. There is also a very small engraved series of
numbers on the front grip strap. Metalwork retains near all
original bright blue, ExC original target walnut grips. Includes its original magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
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61 - NZ WWII AIRFORCE SURVIVAL KNIFE
An exceedingly rare and desirable NZ WWII survival/
fighting knife. This Bowie style knife is based on the US
V44 knife and is almost identical to the alloy handle NZ
made variant of the Carlson’s Raiders “Gung Ho” knife.
The only difference is that the US marine issued knife has a
green paint finish to the handle. Both of these knives were
manufactured in NZ around 1943. The heavy Bowie blade
is 225mm long and has a cast duralium handle and guard
with traces of its original red paint. The knife is correctly
without makers markings. Includes its original canvas and
leather scabbard, marked RNZAF 21 C/N 804. (Reference
Coles No 3 page 176) Provenance: Ian Rasmussen Collection.. VGC

65 - M1 GARAND RIFLE
A very rare and desirable British Military issue, US lend
lease WWII semi automatic rifle, circa 1941. 24” 30.06 cal
barrel with original sights and absent of any British proof
marks. The receiver is marked US RIFLE CAL .30M1
SPRINGFIELD ARMOURY and serial number in the 320
thousand range. Metalwork is in superb ExC and retains all
original parkerised finish. The gun also has correct early
features such as solid single slot gas key and forged, milled
trigger guard. The walnut wood work is in ExC and still retains the British red band with 300 marking (signifies 30 US
cal). Also has crisp 5A G.H.S inspectors mark and crossed
cannons. Complete with swivels and sling. This gun has all
the correct features of a lend lease rifle with the exception
of the post war 1950’s commercial sale British proof marks
which means this gun was not sold through the British commercial sale process and could have arrived in NZ during
WW2. This is one of the best condition Garands we have
encountered. ExWO&C P6LR Estimate $5,000 - $8,000
66 - M3 CARBINE
Rare US Military sniper variant of the M1 carbine with infrared sniper scope. 18” .30M1 cal barrel with original front
sight marked INLAND DIV GENERAL MOTORS with
1-44 date and fitted with M3 flash hider and bayonet lug.
The rear sight has been fitted with single bridge mount to
the modified forend and is fitted with its infrared 20,000 volt
night sniper scope. The rear of the receiver is marked NATIONAL POSTAL METER etc. VGC wooden stock with
Bakelite forend to activate the light, plus sling and oiler.
Complete with its original US Army chest with 51 date and
accessories including battery pack, wires, replacement resistor pot assembly and strap. ExWO&C P6/P7LR
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67 - MP44 MAGAZINE
Post war, most likely East German magazine for the WWII
German 8mm KURZ rifle. Stamped MP44 and 1001. Near
all overall blue with some mild speckle staining. VGWO&C
P7LR

77 - MELIOR VEST PISTOL
Unusual Belgian semi auto pocket pistol, circa 1920/30’s.
2” .25acp cal barrel, the slide is marked Melior Brevets
Liege etc. Metalwork has overall original dulling blue with
some speckling. VGC original grips with blue enamel logo
on the left hand side. Similar size to a Baby Browning pistol. VGWO&C CLR
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68 - MP44 SLING
Brown leather original sling for the German MP43/44/
STG44 rifles. Code stamped cgn 43 and army eagle. GC
69 - MP40 SLING
Original black leather sling for the German WWII MP38/40
SMG. Code stamped jv? 1941. VGC

78 - ORTIGIES PISTOL
German vest pistol, circa 1922-32. 2¾” .25acp cal barrel
with Crown/N proofs, the slide with Deutsche Werke Erfurt
address. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC original grips. Hard to find better. ExWO&C CLR
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70 - SNIDER MKIII RIFLE
British/Nepalese Military rifle. 36½” .577 cal barrel with
original sights graduated in Nepalese. The breech is MarkIII
type with spring catch and as with the lock plate is without
markings except for a marking on the tang also in Nepalese.
The hammer is cup faced type. Metalwork has grey metal
patina, VGC woodwork complete with swivels and cleaning
rod. GWO&C ALR
71 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE
British/Nepalese Military falling block rifle. 32” .577/450
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The barrel
is Nepalese marked N.S NEP below the rear sight as well
as British ordnance marks. The action with a long lever is
marked CROWN/VR ENFIELD 1887 I.V 1. Metalwork has
dark grey patina with some scattered pinpricking and is ordnance marked on many of the small parts. VGC woodwork
with British and Nepalese cartouches. Complete with sling
swivels and rod. VGWO&C ALR

73

81 - FRENCH ADRIAN HELMET
Model M26 steel helmet, complete with liner and most
green/khaki original paint. VGC
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82 - MARK I CAMO HELMET
Rare British Military WWII steel Brodie helmet with hand
painted camo. Stamped AMC II 1941 on inside ring. Complete with black vinyl liner and elasticated web chin strap.
VGC
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83 - M42 HELMET
WWII German steel helmet. Most overall dark green paint
without decals. The inside middle back with makers stamp
and size kp68? and 4817, the liner is stamped 61 and has
leather chin strap. VGC
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73 - SMLE .22 TRAINING RIFLE
British/NZ Military .22 short rifle MKIV (Rifle No2 MKIV).
25” .22RF cal barrel with original rear sight blade removed.
Chamber with ordnance and NZ marks. The receiver with
aperture rear sight in front of the safety. The wrist marked
MKIV Crown GR BSA & Co 1917 SHT LE III. Magazine
is standard SMLE type and metalwork has dark original patina. VGC woodwork complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

84 - GERMAN CANTEEN ETC
WWII German ‘Coconut’ canteen with webbing straps but
no cup. Small hole in the centre of the makers mark, plus
field type light weight fork and spoon with Army eagle and
41 dates.
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85 - NZ WATER BOTTLE
NZ/British Military water bottle with 1937 type II carrier.
Missing cork string otherwise GC.
86 - GSG - STG44 RIFLE
German made semi automatic .22lr cal rifle styled on the
famous WWII rifle. 17½” barrel with iron sights. Metalwork with near all original finish and stamped Schmeisser
GSG - STG44 etc. ExC wooden stock and 10R magazine.
ExWO&C ALR
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87 - H&K 416D RIFLE
German made semi auto .22lr rifle styled on the M16/AR15
rifle. 16” barrel with flash hider, full length top rail with
magpul sights and tri rail alloy forend. Marked with Carl
Walther manufacture details etc. A2 pistol grip and collapsible butt stock. Includes 3x10R magazines and suppressor.
ExWO&C ALR
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75 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL
Belgium, vintage, semi auto vest pistol. 2” .25acp cal barrel,
slide with FN Herstal address. Metalwork has near all original bright blue with a couple of minor handling marks. ExC
original FN Baby logo grips. ExWO&C CLR
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76 - FN 1906 PISTOL
Vintage Belgium Browning vest/pocket pistol. 2” .25acp
cal barrel. Slide with Herstal address etc. Metalwork has
near all original bright blue with a few minor handling
marks. VGC original FN logo checkered hard rubber grips.
ExWO&C CLR
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80 - SUPERIOR VEST PISTOL
Vintage, early 20th Century, Spanish copy of a Browning
1906 pistol. 1¼” .25acp cal barrel, slide with Veritable
Mosser address. Frame without grip safety. Metalwork with
near all original finish. VGC SUPERIOR logo grips and
original cardboard box. VGWO&C CLR
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72 - LEE METFORD RANGE RIFLE
British/NZ Military bolt action range rifle, built from a Lee
Metford MarkII receiver. 25’ .303 SMLE barrel with modified front sight and Metford rear sight. The chamber is N↑
Z marked. The receiver with re-numbered bolt to match the
barrel and is marked Crown/VR SPARKBROOK 1894 II
and is fitted with BSA aperture sight and has the cut off and
dust cover. The original woodwork has been shortened at
the forend and has the lobbing sight and sling. VGWO&C
ALR

74 - SMLE No.4 RIFLE
British/NZ Military WWII Lee Enfield rifle. 25”.303 cal
barrel with original sights and basic rear peep sight. Receiver marked NO4MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942. The wrist
with N↑Z and serial number matching on the bolt and stock.
Near all original parkerised finish. ExC original beech stock
with some handling scratches behind the barrel band. VGExWO&C ALR

79 - DREYSE POCKET PISTOL
Vintage early 20th Century German vest pistol. 2¼” .25acp
cal barrel with Crown/N proof, also on the slide and frame,
which is marked DREYSE. Metalwork with near all blue.
ExC original hard rubber grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

88 - RAK 22 RIFLE
Italian Chiappa semi auto .22lr cal rifle styled on the AK47.
17” barrel with iron sights etc. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. ExC wood and synthetic furniture. Includes
2x10R magazines. ExWO&C ALR
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89 - MARLIN PAPOOSE RIFLE
US take-down semi auto rifle. 16” .22lr cal blued barrel
and action with original sights and near all finish. VGC
wooden stock and includes its 7R magazine and carry bag.
VGWO&C ALR
83

81

5
90 - HENRY GOLDEN BOY RIFLE
US Henry Repeating Arms Co 22lr lever action rimfire
styled on the Winchester ‘66 rifle. 19½” octagonal blued
barrel with 10R magazine and original sights. Brass plated
receiver with blued lever and hammer. Metalwork retains
near all original finish. VGC woodwork with some handling
scratches. VGWO&C ALR
91 - WEBLEY MKI AIR PISTOL
Collectable vintage .177 cal air pistol. The tubular receiver
is marked THE WEBLEY ‘MARK I’ with Birmingham address etc. Metalwork has overall original blue with some
staining and thinning where held. Original grips with small
chip at the left hand base. Action is strong. VGWO&C NLR

102 - AFRICAN NGULU
Antique, most likely 19th Century, Ceremonial beheading
short sword used by the Banta people of the Congo basin.
36cm curved iron blade. The grip has two large wooden buttons with brass domes. VGC

100

103 - J.E MIDDLETON & SONS BOWIE
Rare and collectable Bowie knife by one of England's finest
makers. 10” clip point blade with decorative spine edge. The
ricasso is marked J.E. MIDDLETON & SONS/ROCKINGHAM ST./SHEFFIELD. Brass cross guard with ExC antler
grips and decorative design to the tang edge, some minor
age staining to the blade. VGC

101

92 - WEBLEY STARTING PISTOL
Collectable vintage MKIII starting pistol. Alloy and steel
construction with 7 shot .22 blank cal magazine. Includes
its original box and instructions. ExWO&C NLR

102

103

93 - WEBLEY CAN LAUNCHER
Vintage Webley target launcher that fires cans in the air for
target practice via a .22 blank cartridge. Includes two original 50R packets. VGC ALR
94 - DOLPHIN POWDER FLASK
Rare and unusual English Bartram small powder flask with
entwined dolphin design. Copper and brass construction
with basic screw off top. The body is without dents but has
very minor separation along a small part of the seam. Measures 12½cm high. VG-ExC

109

105 - EAST GERMAN AK74
Cold War era MPI AK74 select fire rifle. 15” 5.45x39 cal
barrel with original flash hider, sights and bayonet lug. The
receiver with K3 ordnance mark and serial number (matching on the small parts) has side rail scope mount and metalwork has near all original black enamel type finish. ExC
brown Bakelite stock with correct dimpled finish on the
butt. Includes its brown Bakelite magazine plus an original magazine pouch containing four more magazines (two
in original grease paper) plus loading tool, charging clip,
cleaning kit and sling. In as issued ExWO&C C&P7LR

108

95 - POWDER FLASK
Unmanned copper and brass European powder flask with
bush pattern, charger marked 45, 40 and 35. 19cm high. ExC
96 - HAWKSLEY POWDER FLASK
Antique English copper and brass powder flask with embossed brush design. Three position top with makers mark
but spring has broken, 22cm overall length.

90

107

106

97 - FRENCH 1833 PISTOL
Antique French Military Model 1833 Cavalry. 8” .68 cal octagonal barrel with Damascus twist pattern. The back action
lock plate has French ordnance mark Mre Ru de Chatellarault & inspectors mark. Metalwork has grey metal white
patina. VGC checkered half wood stock with Military cartouche & screw off compartment lanyard ring. Includes its
combination ram rod with measure. VGWO&C NLR
98 - FRENCH 1833 PISTOL
Antique French Military model 1833 Cavalry Officers percussion pistol. 8” .68 cal octagonal steel barrel with original
sights. Back action lock without markings. Metalwork has
nice dark original patina with traces of case coloured finish to the butt and steel mounts. VGC original half stock,
checkered grip with screw off compartment and lanyard ring
plus original steel ram rod. The original nipple is broken
otherwise VG-ExWO&C NLR

101 - KHYBER KNIFE
Antique, circa late 19th Century, Afghani short sword/
large knife. 45½cm blade with flattened pipe back & small
engraved design towards the base. Grooved horn original
grips. VGC

106 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military “SLR”. 24” .308 cal barrel with original flash
hider and sights. The receiver marked RIFLE 7.62MM
L1A1 and has 1962 Lithgow prefix and ↑ mark. Metalwork
has near all matte black Military finish. ExC original black
synthetic furniture and green carry handle. Includes its 20R
magazine. ExWO&C P6&P7LR
107 - AK74 BAYONET
East German Cold War period bayonet for the AK74 rifle.
Blade with wire cutter slot. Black plastic grips with fabric
lanyard complete with plastic scabbard and frog. ExC

91

95

99 - PATTERN 58 PISTOL
British Military/East Indian trading company percussion
pistol. 8” .68 cal round barrel with British ordnance proof
marks and captive ram rod. The lock plate with EIG Crown
and Birmingham 1867 marks. Metalwork with dark patina.
VGC original wooden stock with brass furniture and steel
lanyard ring. VGWO&C NLR
100 - EASTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique Eastern Flintlock pistol. 12” .65 cal/16 bore round
barrel with Damascus inlay section at the breech end. Metalwork with grey metal patina and engraved lock. Full length
carved wood stock with inlay and ornate brass and silver
engraved furniture and butt. F-GWO&C NLR

104 - ZASTAVA M70 RIFLE
Yugoslavian variant of the AKM rifle. 15” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original flash hider and sights with flip up night
sight and the gas block has the grenade sight. Stamped variant, receiver marked 1987 M70 B1 and metalwork retains
near all original finish. ExC original wooden furniture with
synthetic pistol grip. Includes its original sling, 30R magazine plus its original magazine pouch containing four more
magazines and grenade launcher. In as issued ExWO&C
C&P7LR

92

97

108 - AR10 BAYONET
Very rare and collectable bayonet for the Dutch Sudanese contract AR10 Armalite rifle. 20cm spear point blade
marked with serial number 948 and Interarm Co Germany
and retains near all original browned finish. ExC brown
resin grips with integral maintenance kit. Complete with its
original scabbard. ExC
109 - SIG BAYONET
German KCB77 M5 bayonet manufactured by Eickhorn
Solingen. 17½cm parkerised blade with saw back and wire
cutting notch. Marked with AES logo. Guard to fit the Swiss
rifles, black plastic ribbed handle and sheath with wire cutter and rare swivel frog. In unused as issued ExC
110 - FNFAL BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the Belgian rifle. Wooden handle variant
with flash hider guard. 20cm white steel spear point blade
with parkerised finish at the base. ExC wooden grips and
steel scabbard. VG-ExC
111 - SVT 40 BAYONET
Bayonet for the WWII Soviet Union semi auto rifle. 24cm
blue blade with ordnance marks. VGC wooden grips with
serial number, complete with steel scabbard and leather
frog. VG-ExC

99

6
112 - INGLIS HI - POWER PISTOL
Scarce WWII Chinese contract, Canadian made, M35 Hi
Power pistol. 4¾” 9mm cal barrel, the slide with tangent
rear sight graduated to 500 yards. Left hand side marked
MK.I* BROWNING FN 9MM HP INGLIS CANADA
and ordnance marks also on the frame. The barrel and slide
have the same CH suffix serial number and the frame appears to have been double stamped with the same number.
Metalwork has most original parkerised finish. VGC original grips with lanyard ring at the base. Includes its wooden
shoulder stock holster marked SA Ltd 1945 and MADE IN
CANADA. VGWO&C B/CLR Estimate $5,000 - $6,000

121 - CARCANO M38 CARBINE
Italian WWII Military bolt action carbine. 18” 6.5 cal barrel with basic sights and folding bayonet. Marked with
calibre and Gardone etc. Metalwork has most overall blue
with some staining to the white metal. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

112

122 - G33/40 RIFLE
WWII German bolt action rifle built under Czech occupation at BRNO. 19½” 8mm cal barrel with original sight
without hood and has original tangent rear sight graduated
to 1000 metres. The chamber is code marked 945 with 1940
and VZ prefix. There is a small tap hole that has been filled.
The side rail is marked G33/40. The bolt is non Nazi marked
and mismatched but the correct turned down hollow handle
type. Metalwork with most overall blue, VGC VZ33 type
woodwork without steel side plate and has a rubber butt pad
fitted. VGWO&C ALR

113

113 - BROWNING HI - POWER PISTOL
Belgian Military pre WWII GP35/FN model 1935 stocked
pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel with Belgian proofs, the slide
with early style tangent rear sight graduated to 500 metres.
Marked with FN Herstal address, commercial proof marks,
military acceptance marks and serial number (matching
on the frame in the 36,000 range). Metalwork has near all
original blued finish with a few areas of pin pricking and
holster wear on the leading edges of the slide. VGC original
wooden grips and magazine with inspectors mark. Includes
its original but not matching serial number shoulder stock
with attached leather holster. ExWO&C B/CLR
Estimate $5,000 - $6,000

119

120

124 - K98 SLING
Original dark brown leather sling for the WWII German
Mauser rifle. Code stamped gxy 1940. VGC

114 - SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL
Mauser M712 selective fire ‘machine pistol’ variant of the
C96 pistol, circa 1930’s. 5½” 7.63 cal barrel with original
sights, Oberndorf address and proof marks. The receiver
with Westinger type selector, banner logo and Waffenfabrik
Mauser address. Metalwork has all over mild pinpricking.
VGC original grips, includes its original 10 shot and scarce
original extra 20R magazine. VGWO&C C&P7LR

125 - K98 ROD AND MUZZLE COVER
32cm steel cleaning rod plus an original Nazi marked steel
foresight. VGC
121

115 - MAUSER 712 MAGAZINE
Rare original 20R magazine for the Schnellfeuer variant of
the C96 pistol. Banner logo on the base plate. Most overall
thinning blue. VGC P7LR
116 - SCHNELLFEUER MAGAZINE
Modern Triple K brand reproduction 20R magazine for the
Mauser banner logo, all blued finish. In as new ExC P7LR

118

128 - MAUSER 1914 PISTOL
German vintage semi auto pistol. 3½” .32acp cal barrel.
Slide with one line Oberndorf address and Crown/U proof.
Frame with banner logo. Metalwork has near all overall
original bright blue finish. ExC checkered original grips.
ExWO&C CLR

118 - ‘03A3 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
US Military WWII era bolt action rifle. 24” .30.06 cal barrel
with original sight and stamped RA flying bomb and 12-43
date, pressed steel nose cap with bayonet lug and swivel.
The chamber is marked US REMINGTON MODE 03-A3
etc. The receiver is fitted with correct rear adjustable peep
sight. Metalwork has near all parkerised and blued finishes.
ExC straight cut woodwork with checkered steel butt plate
and marked with FJA & ℗ inspection marks. The rifle is
missing the rear tang top screw otherwise ExWO&C ALR

120 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI bolt action rifle. 26” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber marked ERA
(Eddystone Remington Arms). The side rail with ↑ and ordnance mark as well as sold out of service mark on the sight.
Metalwork with near all blue. ExC original woodwork complete with swivels. ExWO&C ALR

126 - LAMINATE G33/40 STOCK
Late war WWII German stock for lower section only with
bayonet lug. The stock has been duffle cut and glued 3 inches from the front sling swivel, no butt plate or top wood. GC
127 - BLACK WIDOW LUGER PISTOL
Desirable variant of the WWII German P08 pistol. 4” 9mm
cal barrel with original sights, acceptance mark and serial
number. The chamber dated 42 and the side is also acceptance and proofed for Mauser. The frame is stamped P08 and
all numbers are matching. Metalwork has thinning original
salt blue (including small parts) turning grey where carried and holstered. ExC original black Bakelite grips and
includes its correct blued body magazine with black base
plate, fxo, P08 and eagle 37 marked. VGWO&C B/CLR

117 - SMALL DRUM MAGAZINE
Imperial German WWI 2nd type Trommel magazine for the
Artillery LP08 pistol. Metalwork retains near all original
blue finish starting to turn plum colour. The fold out section
of the winding lever has a pitted texture and the knurled
knob on the base is missing otherwise VG-ExC P7LR

119 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE
Pre WWII 1935 G date German Military Mauser rifle. 24”
8mm cal barrel with original sights and Weimar proofs as
well as post war British proof. The chamber is stamped
S 147/G (JP Sauer & Sohn), serial number and Weimar
proofs. Metalwork has dark dulling blue. GC woodwork
with matching number to the chamber (other numbers mismatched) some pitting to the bolt knob. GWO&C ALR

123 - MAUSER G33/40 STOCK
Original WWII wood stock for the Mauser rifle. The stock
is walnut rather than laminate and has been duffle cut and
pieced back together in a similar style to the finger join on
the Finish Nagant rifles. Has blued steel reinforcement butt
plate and bayonet lug. Includes 21cm long top wood.

117

128

129

130

122

129 - WALTHER MODEL 4 PISTOL
German semi auto pistol, circa 1919-1923. 3½” .32acp cal
barrel, the slide with Zella Mehlis address and banner logo
etc. Most overall original dulling blue, thinning on the leading edges and grip strap. VGC original hard rubber W logo
grips with some wear. VGWO&C CLR
130 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL
German S/A pistol, circa 1969. 3¼” .32acp cal barrel with
German proofs (also on frame & slide). The slide with original sights and marked with banner logo, Ulm address and
PPK etc. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue.
ExC original brown plastic grips. Includes original matching number box with test target and cleaning rod. ExWO&C
CLR
131 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
Ex West German Police pistol. 3¾” .32acp cal barrel with
original sights and 1968 proof. The slide marked with banner logo, Ulm address etc. The frame has crossed out BYP
in oval for Bavarian State Police. Near all original blue with
only minor holster wear. ExC black plastic original grips
and finger grove based magazine. VG-ExWO&C CLR

7
132 - DREYSE 1907 PISTOL
German, early 20th Century pistol. 3½” .32acp cal barrel
marked with Crown/N proofs, also on the frame which has
Dreyse Rheinische Metallwaren address. Metalwork has
dull thinning original blue finish. VGC original brown hard
rubber grips. This Hugo Schmeisser design saw use during
WWI. G-VGWO&C CLR

144 - MG34 BIPODS
Two steel bipods for the German WWII MG. The first is the
traditional folded steel square type marked dfb 1942/eagle.
The second is Czech round type with a similar profile to the
Bren. VGC
132

145 - MG34 GRIPS
A pair of good quality reproduction black plastic/Bakelite
grips with pins in unused ExC.

133 - LUGER HOLSTER
Dark brown original leather hard shell holster for the WWII
German P08 pistol. Marked with Gebruder Klinge Dresdon
makers mark, 1939 date and Waffen-amt mark. VGC

146 - MG34 CASE CATCHER
Original WWII German MG34 spent case catcher WaA169
Waffen-amt and nka 43 marked. VGC

134 - BLACK WIDOW LUGER MAGAZINE
Original WWII magazine for the WWII German late
1941/42 Mauser made P08. Blued body with black plastic
base plate and marked fxo eagle/37 P08. Some minor staining otherwise VGC B/CLR

147 - MG34 AA SIGHT
Good quality reproduction ‘spider web’ anti aircraft sight
for the WWII German MG 34. ExC
148 - MAT49 S.M.G
Scarce French model 1949 sub machine gun. 7” 9mm cal
barrel with original hooded sight and ventilated shroud.
Standard length is 9.1” long and this is most likely an arsenal modification as these saw extensive use in Indo-China/
Veitnam and Algeria. The top of the receiver, with original
rear sight, is marked MANUFACTURE NATIONALE D
ARMES DE TULLE MODELE 1949. The ejector plate has
had a field repair where the ejector is now held in by nuts
instead of rivets. The folding steel magazine well has the
forward retaining catch broken and has a 32R magazine.
Metalwork has thinning parkerised and paint finishes. VGC
brown Bakelite grips and safety.
F-GWO&C C&P7LR

135 - WWII LUGER MAGAZINE
Original magazine for P08, blued body without markings
and mild scattered staining. Alloy base plate with serial
number 6370d and eagle 63 (Mauser). VGC B/CLR
136 - LUGER STRIPPING TOOL
Original stripping tool for the P08 pistol, thinning original
blue. VGC

140

137 - LUGER BOOK
Luger: The Multi National Pistol by Kenyon. Hard cover,
large format, 185 pages with colour and B&W photos. Now
out of print reference book. VGC
138 - LUGER BOOKS
LUGERS at Random by Kenyon plus five small paper
back books - Luger Handbook, 1900 Luger US Test Trials,
Lugers Unlimited, Luger Tips and Lugers. GC

149 - SILENT STERLING S.M.G
Rare fully silenced version of the British Sterling S.M.G.
15” 9mm integral suppressor and barrel with original sights.
The magazine well is marked STERLING SMG 9M/M
MK5 L34A1 and patent information on the underside. Metalwork has all original black crackle paint finish. ExC steel
under folding stock, plastic grips and wooden forend. Complete with its 34R magazine. In as new ExWO&C C&P7LR
Estimate $5,000 - $7000

141

139 - MAUSER C96 ACCESSORIES
Original cleaning rod for the pistol plus 10 stripper clips,
magazine springs and a poor condition set of leather work
for the WWI holster stock (missing the front spring pouch
and side piece). P-GC B/CLR

148

140 - DEACTIVATED MG42
WWII German machine 8mm cal machine gun. This gun
has been deactivated in England in what appears to be the
early type which most likely could ben restored with the
repair and replacement of parts. The barrel has been drilled
and welded fixed. The front of the bolt has been cut and lugs
removed and would require replacing. The action will move
but not lock into the firing position. The gun retains near all
blue and is stamped M.U. M.G.42 serial number and dfb,
as well as arz and acceptance eagle. Original wooden stock
re-numbered to the gun and brown Bakelite grips. Includes
original WWII Nazi marked bipod and belt drum with dummy 50R link and tab. GC CLR
141 - M53 MACHINE GUN
Yugoslavian 8mm cal machine gun. 22” barrel with flash
hider, ventilated shroud and original sights. The receiver
cover with National Crest. Metalwork has most overall finish, thinning on the edges. Original wooden stock and grips.
Includes its bipod plus six 50R links, two ammo cans and
starter tabs. G-VGWO&C CLR
142 - MG42/M43 AA MOUNT
German Military post WWII anti aircraft tripod mount to fit
the WWII MG42 or MG3 machine guns. Near all dark green
original finish. Complete with sling and strap. ExC

150 - STERLING S.M.G
British Military MKIV S.M.G. 9” 9mm cal barrel with ventilated shroud with original sights and bayonet lug. Magazine well is marked with STERLING logo, SMG 9M/M MK
L (L2A3). Metalwork has most original crackle finish. GC
plastic grips and steel folding stock. Includes original 34R
magazine. VGWO&C C&P7
151 - UZI S.M.G
Israeli Military issue sub machine gun. 10” 9mm cal barrel,
receiver with original sights and marked with Israeli Crest
and markings in Hebrew. Metalwork has most overall matte
black arsenal re-finish, steel folding stock and includes its
25R magazine. VGWO&C C&P7LR

133

143

150

143 - MG34 AA MOUNT
Rare anti aircraft mount for the WWII German machine
gun. Overall thinning dark green paint finish, brass and steel
attachments with leather sling. ExC
151

152 - COLT 1860 ARMY REVOLVER
Antique US Civil war era Colt percussion revolver, circa
1861. 8” .44cal barrel missing foresight is marked with New
York address. Metalwork has cleaned metal patina with
some scattered pin pricking. All serial numbers are matching in the 20,000 range with 0 suffix. It is understood that
these 0 suffix guns were a shipment of 1000 previously condemned but refurbished pistols fitted with shoulder stocks
and sent to Captain Crispen of the 11th NY Volunteer Cavalry in 1862. The frame is correct 4 screw type for shoulder
stock and the butt has recess cut. The grips are a very unusual type, they appear to be a wood type with possible white
oak or other type of vineer. These show a lot of age and have
a perfect fit to the back strap and have been on the gun most
likely since original. GWO&C NLR

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771

8
153 - COLT POCKET REVOLVER
Antique percussion revolver, circa 1856. 5”.31 cal octagonal barrel with two line New York address. The 5 shot cylinder has traces of cylinder scene, all visible numbers including the wedge are matching and in the 127,000 range.
Metalwork has dark grey patina and traces of nickel finish
on the brass straps. GC oil stained walnut original grips and
action indexes well. GWO&C NLR

153

162 - COLT LONDON BOOK
Colonel Colt London - The History of Colts London Firearms 1851-1857 by Rosa. Hard cover, large format, B&W
pictures, 215 pages. Long out of print reference book. ExC

154

154 - REMINGTON NEW ARMY REVOLVER
Antique US Percussion revolver, circa 1860’s. 7½” .44
cal octagonal barrel with faint sign of the original address
and no sign of the serial number except 59 on the cylinder. Metalwork has grey patina with scattered pin pricking.
VGC walnut grips without cartouche and action indexes.
GWO&C NLR

163 - COLT BOOK
Samuel Colt - Arms, Art and Invention by Houze. This oversized hard cover coffee table style book has 262 pages with
extensive colour photos and historic information. VGC

156

155 - COLT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Rare, one of only 729 made, antique, circa 1875, Colt single
action Army revolver in .450 boxer calibre for the English
market. 5½” barrel with early pre Pall Mall Hartford address
and London proof marks (also on the cylinder). The frame
is marked with patent dates and serial number (matching on
the trigger guard and butt). The guard is also marked 45 CAL
B. Metalwork has been re blued which appears to be very
old. This gun could have been British Military done/used
as we have encountered similar finishes on British Military
Colt Navies and the butt has at one stage been fitted with
a lanyard ring (reference page 95 Colt Peacemaker British
Model by Cochran). VGC walnut grips. G-VGWO&C CLR
156 - WINCHESTER 1895 RIFLE
US lever action rifle, circa 1899. 27” 30.40 Krag calibre barrel with original front sight and blanked out rear sight, the
barrel is marked with NZ retailer A&W McCarthy Dunedin
as well as 30 US and nickel steel barrel etc. The receiver
with Winchester New Haven address and patent information
has the Lyman peep sight. The tang marked -WINCHESTER MODEL 1895-. Metalwork has dark grey original
patina with traces of blue. VGC walnut stock with ebony
tip and the rear swivel hole has been filled. VGWO&C ALR
157 - WINCHESTER 73’ CARBINE
US circa 1887, third model 1873 lever action saddle ring carbine. 20” 44-40 cal round barrel with full tube and original
sights. Marked with New Haven address and 44WCF. Action with dust cover and saddle ring. Tang marked -MODEL
1873- and serial number in 249,000 range. Metalwork has
dark original mottled patina. VGC woodwork and the butt
stock has been sanded at some point. VGWO&C ALR

164 - COLT CONVERSIONS BOOK
A Study of Colt Conversions and Other Percussion Revolvers by McDowell. Hard cover, large format, B&W pictures,
463 pages. VGC

157

165 - ENFIELD MARK II REVOLVER
Very rare early British Military revolver, circa 1880’s. 5.9”
.476 cal barrel, 6 shot cylinder with hinged frame, self extracting feature and side loading gate. This gun is unusual
in the fact that it has no markings, serial numbers or proof
marks except a couple of hard to make out numbers on two
screw heads (we have had to apply a serial number concealed under the grip). It has the top strap of the MKII and
loading gate safety. Metalwork has dulling to grey original
finish. VGC original checkered one piece walnut grips without lanyard ring. The top strap spring catch is at fault otherwise VGWO&C CLR
159

166 - RUSSIAN 3RD MODEL REVOLVER
Rare Russian Military contract S&W 3rd model revolver
manufactured by Ludwig Loewe for the Russian Government, circa 1870’s. 6½” .44 Russian cal barrel marked Ludwig Loewe etc, in Cyrillic. The frame is marked 06 P 1874
above the checkered walnut grip. There is also an inspectors
mark behind the lanyard ring. Metalwork retains near all
original blue with some holster wear and staining near the
trigger guard. ExWO&C CLR

158

160

158 - COLT LIGHTNING RIFLE
Colt medium frame slide/pump action rifle, circa 1893. 26”
.44-40 cal round barrel with original sights and marked with
Colts Hartford address and patents ending in 87 as well as 44
cal. The frame marked with London proof and faint rampant
horse. The tang has special order Lyman peep sight. Metalwork has grey metal patina. Woodwork has typical forend
split and checkering has worn smooth. GWO&C ALR
159 - WINCHESTER 73’ RIFLE
Antique, circa 1891, 3rd model 1873 lever action rifle. 24”
44-40 cal round barrel with rifle sights and button magazine. Marked with Winchester address and calibre. The
tang marked - MODEL 1873 - and lower with serial number. Metalwork with thin overall old re-blue. VGC original
woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR

161 - THE BOOK OF COLT FIREARMS
First edition 1971 by Sutherland and Wilson. This large
technical book covering all models from 1830-1970 is a
must have for any Colt Collector. 603 pages, B&W and colour photos. Long out of print. VGC

167

168

160 - WINCHESTER 9422 XTR RIFLE
.22lr model 1894 lever action rifle. 20” round barrel with
original sight and marked with New Haven address and
model details. Metalwork has most overall original blue
thinning on the magazine tube and leading edges.
VGC original checkered walnut stock.
VGWO&C ALR

169

170

167 - S&W M1917 REVOLVER
British Military WWI double action revolver. 6½” .455 cal
barrel with original sight and marked with Smith & Wesson
address and cal. The frame has S&W logo and British ordnance and proof marks. Metalwork has most overall original
bright blue but shows holster wear towards the muzzle and
edges of the cylinder. VGC original checkered walnut grips
with lanyard ring. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
168 - WEBLEY MKV PISTOL
British Military double action revolver, circa 1913 to WWI.
4” .455 cal barrel with British ordnance marks and proofs. It
is also marked Q↑G for Queensland Australia Government.
The frame is WEBLEY MARK V PATENTS and GB4 in
oval. Near all original blue, VGC original vulcanite checkered grips with lanyard ring. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
169 - COLT 1902 REVOLVER
US Military issued variant of the 1878 double action revolver known as the ‘Alaskan’ or ‘Philippine’ model 5¼”
.45 Colt cal barrel with faint single line address. The frame
is stamped 1902 and US as well as R.A.C inspectors mark
and rampant horse logo. The trigger guard and trigger are
the smaller standard type as it has most likely been changed
after its Military service. Metalwork has dark to grey patina
with traces of blue. GC but worn original grips with lanyard
ring. GWO&C B/CLR
170 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German WWI LP08 pistol. 8” 9mm cal barrel with
original adjustable sights and 1917 date on the chamber
and proof, plus acceptance marks on the side. The toggle
marked DWM. Metalwork has dull to dark original patina
with staining in areas and no traces of straw colours. Visible
serial numbers except magazine are matching. The original
grips show wear and a chip at the base. GWO&C B/CLR

9
171 - BRITISH REVOLVER HOLSTER ETC
A brown leather holster most likely Victorian era to fit early
.576 cal large British revolvers. Includes its period belt, both
with brass rivets and buckle on the belt. Also includes a latter unbranded Sam Brown belt. GC
172 - BRITISH HOLSTERS
Unmarked 1908 pattern open top holster to fit the Webley
revolver and cleaning rod with brass belt attachments, the
top has been field modified by cutting a curve to allow the
gun to be removed easier. Leather strap is stamped HGR.18?
Plus a 1937 web pattern holster for the WWII 38 revolver.
VGC

181 - DEATHS HEAD COMMANDO KNIFE
Very rare WWII Middle Eastern British Commandos fighting knife. These knives were locally made for use by Commandos in the African theatre and nicknamed Deaths Head
because of the silhoutte the cast brass makes. 15½cm single
edge blade, the hilt marked with broad arrow on both sides
and 184. Complete with original pebble grain leather scabbard. A rare and unusual piece for the discerning WWII and
knife collector. (Reference page 565 of Fighting Knives by
F Stephens) ExC

176
181

182 - ROBBINS OF DUDLEY PUSH DAGGER
WWI private purchase push dagger. 125mm double edge
blade with small fullers. Cast alloy pistol grip marked ROBINS DUDLEY and has steel knuckle guard. The blued blade
and guard have all over scattered pin pricking and there is
bruising to the alloy base and top where it has been used as
a tool. Shows excellent age and authenticity VGC

173 - LUGER HOLSTER
Seldom seen late WWI German modification of a Reichs revolver holster to fit an Artillery model Luger pistol. The flap
holster has correctly been cut open to accept the grip and
is marked FW.KINKEL 1918. Ideal accessory for the LP08
and are well documented in Luger books. VGC

177

174 - MKVI WEBLEY HOLSTER
Canadian Military WWII 1937 pattern Webley holster for
the large frame British revolver, 1943 dated etc. ExC
175 - ZIETLER BOCK DRILLING
High quality Austrian vintage 3 barrel drilling by Manfred
Zietler. The barrels are 23¾” long with matted top rib and
iron sights. The calibres are 20g with full choke over 7x65R
with .22 hornet on the side. The gun has quick release
Kahles Helia 4 power optic. The receiver is very well relief carved and scroll engraved with deer and foliate scenes.
The barrels and trigger guard retain near all original bright
blue with some thinning towards the muzzle. ExC deluxe
checkered walnut stock complete with swivels and rubber
butt pad. ExWO&C ALR
176 - TIKKA COMBINATION GUN
Finnish over/under combination gun. 24” 12g full choke
barrel over free floating 5.6x50R rifle barrel with integral
muzzle break. Hammer action with top lever and selector
fitted with swing off mount and 6x32 Tasco scope. Most
overall blue finish. GC woodwork with handling marks. Includes approx 34 live rounds and 46 cases and wooden carry
case. VGWO&C ALR

183

178
184

177 - LIEGE SPORTING ARMS SHOTGUN
High quality custom side by side shotgun most likely made
by Francotte. 27½” 12g barrels with 2¾” chamber and
full and ¾ chokes marked with maker/retailers name and
proofs. The barrels have Purdey nose type extension. The
side plates are borderline engraved extending into patterns.
Double triggers with rebounding front trigger and auto
safety. ExC custom checkered stock with open pistol grip
and checkered butt end. Metalwork has near all blue and it's
contained in its black vinyl hard carry case. ExWO&C ALR
178 - SAUER 16G SHOTGUN
Vintage German, circa early 1900’s, side by side hammer
shotgun by J P Sauer. 29” barrels with central rib and dolls
head extension marked J P SAUER & SOHN SUHL (also
marked on the borderline engraved lock plates). Metalwork
retains near all blue to the barrels and traces of case colours
to the action which has rebounding hammers, double triggers with front set option and extractors. VGC checkered
woodwork with original hard butt plate. Ex Ted Shoebridge
collection. VG-ExWO&C ALR
179 - AYA SHOTGUN
Spanish 12g side by side shotgun. 28” 12g ¾ choke barrels
with near all blue. Case coloured boxlock, double trigger
action, VGC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
180 - SECOND PATTERN SYKES DAGGER
Rare WWII second pattern Fairbairn Sykes British Commando dagger. 17.2cm blade etched with Wilkinson and FS
logos as well as soldiers personal etching: Wilbur D Anderson 36730815 (this was offered as a service by Wilkinson).
The cross guard is correct blued straight type and the grip
is knurled brass. Complete with its leather scabbard. VGC

180

179

185

183 - ITALIAN HIGH LEADERS DAGGER
Rare WWII Italian NSVN leaders dagger as worn by high
ranking Government Officials. 120mm single edged blade.
The grip is bright cast aluminium with white inserts with
brass eagle emblem. The hilt has upswept quillion and eagle
head. Plated scabbard with black and gold wire thread belt
loop. VGC
184 - MAUSER 98K SNIPER RIFLE
Late WWII German K98K-ZF41 Sniper/Marksman rifle.
24” 8mm cal barrel with original sight without hood and
is the variant without bayonet lug. The rear sight graduated
to 2000 and has correct scope base with groove for the optic. It is also marked with test proof and two digit partial
number and 135 Waffen-amt (Mauser). The chamber is also
marked with this on the top and side and Mod. 98 byf45
(Mauser 1945) and serial number and test proof. The bolt
is mismatched. The ZF41 scope fitted is code marked cag
for Swarovski and stamped +ZF 41/1 and optic is clear and
includes both shades, the mount is code marked duv (Berliner-Lubecker) and 214 Waffen-amt. The guns laminated
stock has late war features like pressed steel floor plate and
trigger guard with Mauser marks. No stock disc and cupped
butt plate with takedown hole and pressed back. Metalwork
has most thinning original finish with matching patina.
VGWO&C ALR Estimate $5,500 - $7,500
185 - G43 SNIPER RIFLE
WWII German Sniper/Marksman variant of the semi auto
rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with original hooded foresight
and thread for silencer (this option is very rare). The original rear sight is graduated to 1200 metres and the gun is
stamped G43, test proof and ac44 (Walther 1944) etc and
has typical rough casting marks. The right hand rear side has
rail for the ZF 4 optic. The original optic is marked GWZF
4 dow triangle and serial number and it has phosphate finish
as does the mount which is marked eagle 359 (Walther) and
is correct rough finish. The rings and lever are possible replacements. The original laminated stock has been modified
around the grip and is in ExC. Complete with original K43
marked magazine. VGWO&C P6LR
Estimate $5,000 - $7,000
186 - FINISH NAGANT RIFLE
Finish Military Mosin Nagant M27 bolt action rifle. 27”
7.62x54R cal barrel with type 3A winged sight with basic
windage adjustment, hinged nose cap with bayonet lug and
reinforcement braces. Rear sight with correct modified adjustment feet and added V notch plate. Marked with Tikka
logo and SA with 1933 date and serial number (matching the
bolt). Metalwork has dark overall blue. VGC Finish dovetail jointed woodwork, complete with original cleaning rod.
VG-ExWO&C ALR

186

10
187 - NO4 MK2 RIFLE
British Military Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is marked No4
MK2 UF55 (Fazakerley 1955). Metalwork retains near all
original black enamel finish. All numbers including the
magazine are matching. ExC original wooden stock with a
couple of minor scratches. These number 4 rifles known as
the ‘Irish Contract’ are seldom seen for sale and sought after
due to their like new condition. ExWO&C ALR
188 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER
Fine example of a WWII German Naval Dirk. 24½cm
etched blade in ExC with desirable sailing ship design and
marked with the WKC Knights head logo and has its felt
buffer. ExC brass fittings and seldom seen burnt orange celluloid wire wrapped grip complete with portepee. The scabbard is also the unusual gilded hammer finished type with
oak leaf design on the bands. Complete with its original
hangers. Hard to find a better example with desirable special
features for the advanced collector. ExC
189 - SS DAGGER
WWII German 1933 pattern SS dagger. 21¾cm blade
marked with motto - Meine Ehre Heist Treue - and on the
other side RZM 941/36SS for Carl Eickhorn Solingen. The
blade is in excellent condition without any obvious marks
or stains. The handle has nickel silver fittings and the grip
is in excellent condition as are the eagle and runes. ExC
scabbard with some minor pin pricking/bubbling to the finish. The hanger is the unusual vertical black leather type
which is stamped SS 48/39 rzm on the leather and A logo
DRGM. ExC

194 - BRITISH 1911 PISTOL
British Military issue WWI Government model semi automatic pistol. 5” .455 Webley Automatic calibre barrel. The
side with its original sights is marked on the left hand side
with Colt rampant horse logo and address, the right hand
side is marked COLT AUTOMATIC CALIBRE 455. The
frame is marked Government model with W serial number
prefix as well as R.A.F and ↑. Most overall original Military
blue finish with some minor mottled areas. ExC checkered
walnut grips with lanyard ring at the base. The grips are
the non diamond type and are most likely a later Military
replacement as they show consistent wear with the gun.
Correct magazine with staple and calibre information. VGExWO&C B/CLR

187

189

190

194

190 - 1ST PATTERN LUFTWAFFE DAGGER
Fine example of an early German Airforce dagger, circa
1934/35. 30½cm polished blade in excellent condition with
original leather buffer pad and is marked with the original
Eickhorn rabbit logo. Nickel silver three ribbed crossguard
with brass sun wheel Swastikas (also on the pommel). The
grip has blue Marrocan leather wrap with spiral twist wire.
ExC scabbard with original blue leather wrap and nickel silver fittings and chain. Hard to find a better example for the
discerning collector. ExC
191 - 2ND PATTERN LUFTWAFFE DAGGER
WWII German Airforce dagger. 26cm polished blade without makers mark in ExC with only a few small areas of minor staining. The tang has a + inside square casters mark.
ExC aluminium guard with fine definition to the eagle and
oak leaves. The celluloid handle is a dark yellow to almost
orange colour with silver wire. The pommel retains some
of the seldom seen gilt to one of the Swastikas. ExC pebble
grain scabbard. VG-ExC
192 - ASTRA M903 MACHINE PISTOL
Rare Spanish machine pistol based on the Broomhandle
Mauser, circa 1930’s. 6” 7.63 cal barrel with original sights
and Spanish proofs. The rear sight is graduated to 1000
yards. The frame is marked on the left hand side “ASTRA”
Automatic pistol cal 7.63 patented July 12 1928 etc. The
right hand side has a selector marked 1 & 20 for automatic
and has detachable 10R magazine. Metalwork is in superb
condition retaining near all original bright blue and fire blue
to small parts. ExC original wooden grips with lanyard ring.
ExWO&C CLR
193 - WEBLEY MARK I PISTOL
Rare British Webley & Scott Mark1 commercial model semi
auto pistol, circa 1913. 5” .455 Webley Automatic calibre
barrel. The slide is marked with winged bullet logo, Webley & Scott Ltd/Pistol self loading Mark I/1913. Metalwork
retains near all original blue finish with some very minor
holster wear on the leading edges of the slide. ExC original
dark brown Vulcanite checkered grips with lanyard ring at
the base. The serial number indicates that it was most likely
sold through the Army & Navy Co-operative Society Ltd.
Includes its original brown leather holster with hand written
name 'DUGDALE' inside the flap. Top quality example of
this hard to find WWI pistol. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
Estimate $5,000 - $7,000

195

198

192

193

199

195 - VICKERS LUGER PISTOL
Rare British Vickers made for the Dutch Military 1906/21
model Luger. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original sights. The
chamber without markings, the toggle is marked VICKERS
LTD and the safety RUST with arrow. The gun has no other
marks or component marks other than the side plate marked
30. It is in our opinion that the gun has been assembled from
Vickers parts in the Dutch East Indies arsenal at Batavia
(now Jakarta). The metalwork is in as issued ExC showing very little wear and the grips are the coarse Dutch type.
Complete with holster and spare magazine. ExWO&C CLR
Estimate $6,000 - $8,000
196 - RENAISSANCE HI-POWER PISTOL
Vintage deluxe circa 1973 engraved FN Browning Model
35 HI-Power pistol. 4.6” 9mm cal barrel, slide with original
adjustable sights and FN Herstal address and markings. The
metalwork is profusely scroll engraved all over and retains
near all original satin nickel finish except for some minor
staining dots. ExC original finely checkered walnut grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR
197 - COLT LONDON NAVY REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1856, London factory model 1851 percussion
revolver. 7½” .36 cal octagonal barrel with original bead
sight and marked -ADDRESS COL. COLT LONDON- and
faint London proof between the wedge and loading lever
screw. The cylinder is also marked with London view proof
between each cylinder and has traces of the rolled Naval
cylinder scene. The frame is marked COLTS PATENT and
all serial numbers are matching in the 41,000 range (last
year of London factory). The trigger guard and back straps
are correct English steel type. Metalwork has dark overall
patina with some pinpricking to the right hand side of the
barrel. VGC original walnut grips. VGWO&C NLR
198 - COLT 1851 NAVY REVOLVER
Antique late 4th model Navy percussion revolver, circa
1867. 7½” .36 cal octagonal barrel with New York address,
original sight and thick type loading lever catch. The frame
has the smaller shield with cap slot and is marked COLTS
PATENT. Metalwork has overall plum colour patina and no
trace of cylinder scene. Screw heads are in tidy condition,
the barrel lines are still sharp and action is crisp. All numbers are matching and are in the 203,000 range, the cylinder
pin has been mis-stamped on one digit but is a factory mistake. The trigger guard is large type and the straps are brass
with some nickel silver to the back strap. ExC walnut one
piece original grips. VG-ExWO&C NLR
199 - COLT 1860 ARMY REVOLVER
Antique U.S Civil War period, circa 1862, percussion single
action revolver. 8” 44 cal barrel with original brass sight
and marked - ADDRESS COL. SAM L COLT NEW-YORK
U.S AMERICA. The cylinder is marked COLTS PATENT
plus serial number as well as inspectors marks and has
traces of the cylinder scene. The 4 screw frame is cut for
a shoulder stock and marked COLTS PATENT. All serial
numbers except the unnumbered wedge (period replacement) are matching and in the 30,000 range. Metalwork has
dark original patina with bruising and some traces of finish
in concealed areas. VGC original walnut grips marked with
cartouche with a small chip at the left hand base, action is
strong. VGWO&C NLR
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200 - COLT FRONTIER S/A REVOLVER
Scarce and desirable 'Gunfighter' short barrel variant of the
Colt Frontier single action revolver, circa 1894. 4¾” 44-40
cal barrel with original sight and correct two line Hartford
address as well as COLT FRONTIER SIX SHOOTER on
the side. The frame is marked with patent dates and rampant
Colt logo. Metalwork has most thinning overall original
blue to the barrel and dark patina to the cylinder and the grip
straps. The frame has original mottled patina. VGC original
checkered hard rubber Colt logo grips. A nice untouched example for the Colt collector. VG-ExWO&C CLR
Estimate $5,000 - $7,000

206 - DURS EGG DUELLING PISTOLS
An excellent double casing of antique Flintlock duelling
and muff pistols by one of England's finest gun makers Durs
Egg, circa early 19th Century. The Duelling pistols have
9” approximately .65 cal/11bore browned barrels marked
in script on the flat sections; D.Egg London and are engraved on the band and tang. The locks are also engraved
in script D Egg as well as borderline engraved and with half
cock safeties on the stepped tails. Full wood stock with the
characteristic checkering design of Durs Egg and engraved
steel mounts. Included in the set are a pair of boxlock muff
pistols with 1¼” approximately .41cal/68bore turn off barrels marked in block lettering D.EGG LONDON and London proofs on the underside, the boxlocks have concealed
triggers and no safeties fitted and one of the actions won’t
hold on full cock. VGC slab sided grips. Contained in their
Mahogany case with small split/crack and circular brass recessed handle and purple velvet and baize lining, showing
good wear and age. Includes its copper and brass flask with
receptacles for flint and balls embossed with shell design
on the cover. Plus a small Sykes flask for the muff pistols,
barrel key, 11 bore and 46 bore steel scissor molds, pewter
oil bottle, rod, worm and projectiles. VG-ExWO&C NLR
Estimate $25,000 - $35,000

200

206

201 - U.S HOWITZER
A working replica American Napoleon Howitzer of 1851
built by NZ Cannon maker Trevor Marshall, circa 1993.
This ⅕ scale gun has 27” 40mm cal rifled barrel (built from
Bofors gun barrel). The carriage is built from imported hardwood and has mahogany and jarra hubs. Includes a bucket
of cast balls and assorted cleaning and loading equipment.
Overall dimensions are approx. 160cmL x 100W x 70H. Appears to have only been test fired. *Due to it's large size this
lot can only be viewed and picked up from our Penrose address and will not be at the auction venue. ExWO&C ALR
Estimate $5,000 - $7,000
202 - WINCHESTER ‘94 RIFLE
A superb deluxe Winchester 1894 rifle, circa 1909. 26” 30
WCF cal octagonal barrel with original lyman double folding leaf rear sight and Winchester express foresight and full
length magazine, marked with New Haven address etc. The
rifle is fitted with special order double set triggers and tang
mounted peep sight. The metalwork is in excellent condition retaining close to 100% original all over bright blue
with just slight loss and fading. The original walnut stock
is in ExC with some minor storage dents to the butt. This is
arguably one of the best condition early ‘94's in the country,
combined with its special order features make the rifle an
outstanding offering. Provenance: Barry North collection.
ExWO&C ALR Estimate $8,000 - $10,000

201

207

203 - WINCHESTER ‘92 TRAPPER CARBINE
Rare and desirable antique, circa 1894, lever action model
1892 Saddle Ring Carbine. 15” Trapper length 44-40 cal
round barrel with full length magazine and original sights,
marked with New Haven address etc. The action with saddle
ring is marked with first type address on the tang; MODEL
1892/-WINCHESTER-/PAT.OCT/4.18 84. Metalwork has
overall original brown/grey patina. VGC original walnut
woodwork with only minor dings. Nice original example.
Provenance: Barry North collection. VGWO&C ALR
Estimate $5,000 - $7,000

208 - MKI STEN GUN
Very rare WWII British first model of the STEN sub machine gun, circa 1941/42. 8” 9mm cal barrel fitted with original cone shaped flash hider stamped TOP and has original
sling swivel. The full length shroud has correct front sight
with protecting wings. The magazine well is marked STEN
MKI and S.M.C on the underside for Singer Manufacturing Company in Scotland who manufactured all MKI and
MKI* STEN guns. The serial number has N prefix and is
in the 23,000 range. The bolt and cocking handle are the
correct MKI type. VGC original wooden handguard and
folding grip. (The grip screw is a replacement). Fitted with
correct No2 MKI tubular steel butt stock. Metalwork with
most overall finish with nice dull patina thinning in areas.
Includes its original magazine. This is the first of these we
have had in over 10 years and is a great addition for the
WWII British or S.M.G collector. ExWO&C C&P7
Estimate $15,000 - $20,000

208

203

204 - US 1868 TROWEL BAYONET
An exceptionally rare first model of 1868 ‘Trowel” bayonet
for the U.S Military Trapdoor Springfield rifle. This early
socket variant is the only example we have seen and only
200 were believed to be made (reference - The American
Bayonet by Hardin page 197) 320mm overall length with
230mm trowel shaped blade with cruciform shape to the
bottom. Socket with locking ring and finger loop connecting to the blade. All metal is in the white and in excellent
condition, includes its original leather scabbard with brass
tip and attached belt loop with makers mark and brass rivets.
Provenance: Ian Rasmussen collection. VG-ExC
205 - NIXON PERCUSSION PISTOLS
Fine cased pair of English Officers pistols by David Nixon
of Newark, circa mid 1800’s. 5” approx. .52 cal octagonal
browned barrels. Marked NIXON NEWARK and with Birmingham proofs, silver foresights and captive rammers.
The lock plate tang and trigger guards are foliate engraved.
Metalwork has nice dark case colours and brown to the barrels. ExC one piece walnut stocks with belt hook and steel
mounts extending into pineapple finials and ebony tips and
percussion traps in the butt. Contained in their original case
with reinforced corners and baize lining. The top marked
CHARLES MONEY ESQ 1861. The case contains flask,
mould, cap tin, combination hammer and rod as well as an
oil bottle. ExWO&C NLR Estimate $5,000 - $8,000

207 - VILLAR PEROSA S.M.G
Very rare and unusual WWI Italian sub machine gun. The
Villar Perosa is regarded as the first sub machine gun. The
gun is effectively two guns mounted together and operated
by twin thumb triggers as used on machine guns. The guns
were mounted to aircraft and motor cycles as well as used
from a bipod. 12” 9mm Glisenti calibre barrels, the original
sight is a rotating dial peep type adjusting to 500 yards between the barrels. The bronze spade grip section is marked
with oval logo OFFICINE DI VILLA PEROSA No8967.
There is also a small Italian proof on the left hand side below
the magazine. Metalwork has near overall blued finish and
ExC wooden grips. Complete with bipod and magazines. It
is believed there are only two of these historically important
guns in NZ. ExWO&C C&P7 Estimate $10,000 - $20,000

209
202

205

209 - NAMBU TYPE 99 MACHINE GUN
Rare and desirable Imperial Japanese WWII machine gun.
21½” 7.7mm cal fluted barrel with original flash hider,
sights, carry handle, bipod and bayonet and marked with
serial number. The receiver has original rear drum sight. The
right hand side is marked with Tokyo arsenal mark, serial
number and Showa 17.11 (November 1942). Metalwork is
in superb condition with near all original dark blue finish
and all numbers are matching. VGC original woodwork
with folding mono pod and sling swivels. The gun is missing the firing pin, extractor and springs. These possibly can
be sourced overseas (contact us for more information). The
original magazine is also missing. It includes two MG15
box magazines which it is understood that it could be modified with an adaptor to work. ExC C/P7LR
Estimate $5,000 - $7,000
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland
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210 - BROWNING 1919 M.G
WWII US Machine gun. 24” 30.06 cal barrel with parkerised ventilated shroud. The receiver with original adjustable
sight graduated to 2400 yards and marked U.S cal 30 M1.
The receiver is marked with serial number in the 56,000
range and A.B.Q inspectors mark, BROWNING MACHINE GUN US CAL 30 M1919A4 & SAGINAW GENERAL MOTORS manufacturer etc. Metalwork has near all
original blue finish. ExC original aluminium checkered grip.
Includes its original 1942 dated tripod with T&E and near
all original olive drab paint. Includes its original belt box
with 250R belt containing display rounds and spare barrel
with original carry bag and tripod cover and maintenance
tool. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C CLR
Estimate $8,000 - $11,000

220 - BENJAMIN 342 AIR RIFLE
US vintage, circa 1980’s, US single shot multi-pump pneumatic air rifle. Rear sight removed and peep fitted just in
front of the bolt. Metalwork with most overall finish. VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C NLR

220

221 - BENJAMIN 347 AIR RIFLE
Vintage US .177 cal single shot multi-pump pneumatic air
rifle. First variant with checkered pistol grip, circa 196986. Metalwork has gone a bronze/brass colour. VGC wood
stock.
222 - TWO VINTAGE AIR RIFLES
Vintage British made German brand Diana single shot .177
kids air rifle, circa 1950's. Complete with iron sights and
marked with DIANA logo MOD1 BRITISH MADE. Missing end nut for the barrel insert and trigger guard. Most
overall finish, VGC woodwork. The second is a Daisy No
101 Model 36 lever action kids single shot air rifle, circa
1936-42. Missing the barrel inserts and two of the receiver
nuts have been possibly replaced. FWO&C NLR

221

210

***20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK***
211 - THREE GUN BOOKS
Two large format 'Coffee Table' books by Rosa & May.
The Pleasure of Guns and The Illustrated History of Guns
and Small Arms, plus The Pleasure of Antique Firearms by
Lindsey, medium format/hard cover. VGC
212 - TWO HUNTING KNIVES
Japanese Kershaw with 4” blade, Micarta and brass handle with leather sheath, plus a similar sized Kabar made in
Hong Kong. FC

223 - WEIHRAUCH HW35 AIR RIFLE
High powered export model German single shot .177 cal
air rifle. 22” barrel with sights removed, receiver with 4x20
scope. Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC woodwork
with sling swivels. VGWO&C NLR

215

224 - DIANA MODEL 27 AIR RIFLE
German .177 break barrel air rifle with open sights. Near all
blue. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C NLR

228

225 - ASSORTED SHOT BAGS
Four antique leather and brass shot bags for percussion or
Flintlock fowling pieces. GC

222

226 - THREE BULLET MOULDS
Three modern molds with handles for casting bullets. 45 cal
(443) 400g, 45 cal 500 grain and a twin cavity 45 cal round
nose for handgun.

213 - THREE KNIVES
German Herder brand dagger shaped hunting knife with 16
½” cm single edge blade, brass guard, wooden handle and
leather sheath in FC. Kronenkrebs Solingen stainless dagger with 12½cm unsharpened double edge blade and ornate
brass handle and scabbard, GC. Reproduction Hitler Youth
knife, missing emblem and rust stained blade. PC

227 - HANDGUN GRIPS
A bag lot containing 16 handgun grips including S&W and
Colt plastic revolver grips. Hard rubber Colt eagle SAA
grips and Walther pocket pistol wooden grip and unfinished
Colt Navy grips. GC

214 - THREE MACHETES
Lot containing three most likely South East Asian Machete/
Bush knives. One with 46cm saw back clip point blade with
wooden handle and sheath, and one with 34cm recurve
blade, wood grips and nylon sheath. The other with 30cm
bolo blade, laminate handle and vinyl sheath. GC

228 - TWO KUKRI KNIVES
Eastern Kukri type knife with 29cm blade, Ebony coloured
wooden grip, black leather scabbard with embossed metal
and two smaller knives in VGC. The second with 28cm
blade with brass bolster and cord handle, black leather
sheath with two smaller knives VGC

215 - SOVIET BELT AND BUCKLE
Cold War era Soviet Union brown leather with green webbing belt with ink stamping and 1976 date. Olive green
painted buckle with Soviet Star. ExC
216 - ASSORTED MILITARIA
Bag lot containing: 1970's binded printing of the US M16A1
cartoon style manual (Vietnam era), field dressing in pouch,
15 .308 cal fluted drill rounds, two 20mm inert rounds, plus
three cases and a projectile. Artillery shell timer and two
fuses and approx 100R belt link with fired cases. FC NLR

229 - KUKRI KNIFE
29cm blade marked E66 and wooden grip with brass bolsters, military type black sheath with twin hangers and
knives. VGC

223

230 - EASTERN PERCUSSION PISTOL
Antique percussion pistol. 9” .65 cal /16 bore, partly octagonal barrel, lock plate with basic engraving. Metalwork with
stained patina. Woodwork broken through the forend. PC
NLR

217 - M1940 TYPE HELMET
Post war variant of the German M1940 steel helmet. Most
grey paint finish turning rusty in a few areas, complete with
liner and chin strap, marked size 58. GC
218 - SMLE PULL THROUGHS
Six original cleaning pull throughs for the SMLE rifle. Four
brass, two steel. GC
219 - THREE AIR RIFLES
US vintage, circa 1980’s, .22 cal Crossman multi pump
pneumatic air rifle. Metalwork with most overall blue and
black finishes. Faux wood furniture in GWO&C. The second is a Daisy Powerline lever action, the action is at fault
but has most finish in PWO&C, plus a Gamo G1200 gas
powered .177 air rifle near all finish and VGC wooden furniture, condition unknown. NLR

231 - PERCUSSION SHOTGUN
Antique, circa mid 19th Century, percussion single barrel fowling piece. 29” approximately 10 bore octagonal to
round Damascus barrel. Unnamed engraved back action
lock. Metalwork with dark patina. GC ½ wood stock with
aged repaired crack above the trigger. A nice decorative
piece complete with ram rod. GWO&C NLR

231

232

232 - SMALL PERCUSSION SHOTGUN
Antique, circa mid 19th Century, percussion single barrel
fowling piece. 28” 28 bore octagonal to round steel barrel with dark patina. Unnamed back action lock. Original
woodwork with about 1 dozen scattered old borer holes. Includes ram rod, a nice decorative gun. GWO&C NLR
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233 - WINCHESTER MODEL 67
Collectable US single shot bolt action rifle, circa 1930’s.
27” .22lr cal barrel with original sights and markings. Most
overall blue. VGC woodwork with swivels. VGWO&C
ALR

249 - 45ACP AMMO
100R of Winchester 1972. Match 230g ball ammo, plus
100R of Federal, circa 1989, 230g in original packets. VGC
ALR
235

250 - REPRODUCTION SCHOFIELD REVOLVER
Italian Uberti/Navy Arms reproduction of the S&W No.3
Schofield single action revolver. 7” .45LC cal barrel with
original sights. Metalwork with near all original bright blue
and case colour finish. ExC walnut grips with 1877 date and
inspectors cartouche. ExWO&C B/CLR

234 - WINCHESTER M69 RIFLE
Collectable US bolt action rifle, circa 1930-50's. 25” .22lr
cal barrel with original sights and markings. Metalwork has
most blue with some bubbling to the barrel. GC original
woodwork. Includes its 5R magazine. VGWO&C ALR
235 - RUGER 10/22 - M1 CARBINE
U.S Ruger semi automatic .22lr rifle styled on the famous
M1 carbine with the 10/22 action. 18”blued barrel with carbine style sights and factory scope rail. Metal work with all
original blued finish. ex.c walnut stock and includes two x
original M1 carbine styled rotary 10 shot magazines. In Like
new Ex.WO&C ALR

251 - REPRO REMINGTON 1875 REVOLVER
Italian Uberti 1875 outlaw model single action revolver. 7
½” 44-40 cal barrel. Metalwork with near all nickel finish.
ExC wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

234

252 - ENGRAVED REPRO 1873 REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of the Colt single action Army revolver. 7½” .45lc cal barrel. Metalwork is satin nickel and fully
ornately engraved with some scattered staining. Fitted with
faux ivory grips with a crack to one side. Includes wooden
presentation box. VGWO&C B/CLR

236 - ERMA MODEL 70 RIFLE
German Erma Werke .22lr semi auto styled on the M1 Carbine. 17½” .22lr barrel with foresight but rear sight, which
fits to the dovetail has been removed and replaced with
scope rings. Most overall blue and black finishes. VGC
beech wood stock and 5R magazine. VGWO&C ALR

236

237 - WINCHESTER ‘06 RIFLE
US pump action .22lr rifle, circa 1918. 20” round barrel with
modified magazine. Original sights and markings. Metalwork with grey to dark patina. FC refinished woodwork.
FWO&C ALR
238 - UNIQUE X51 RIFLE
Vintage French semi auto rimfire rifle. 17”.22lr cal barrel threaded for silencer and with iron sights and Unique
logo and X51-BIS markings. Takedown receiver with integral scope base and 10R magazine. Metalwork has most
dulling original blue. VGC checkered original woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

254 - REPRODUCTION COLT 1873 REVOLVER
Italian Armi San Marco remake of the Colt S/A frontier
revolver. 5½” 44-40 cal barrel. Most blue thinning at the
muzzle and on the cylinder case coloured frame and wooden grips. Includes a cowboy belt and holster. VGWO&C B/
CLR

237

255 - RS SINGLE ACTION .22 REVOLVER
German RS 340 .22lr 6 shot single action revolver. 4½”
.22lr cal barrel with overall blue. Alloy frame with most finish. GC wooden grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

239 - 10.4MM AMMO
Approx 50R of Fiocchi brand in original packets of 10.4mm
Rimmed Ordinanza Haliana ammo for the M1889 Bodeo
revolver. VGC ALR

256 - .303 AMMO
80R in original 20R packets of Czech Sellier & Bellot .303
boxer primed FMJ ammo. ALR

240 - 7.5 SWISS REVOLVER AMMO
100R of Fiocchi brand 7.5x23R ammo in original packets
for the Swiss Military 1882/1929 revolvers. ExC ALR

238

250

243 - 380 LONG AMMO
75R of Italian Fiocchi 380 LUNG FMJ revolver ammo. As
used in British rook rifles and some revolvers. VGC
244 - 8MM LEBEL REVOLVER AMMO
Approx 150R of Fiocchi brand 111g FMJ ammo in original
packets for the French model 1892 revolver. VGC ALR
245 - 7.62 TOKAREV AMMO
150R of Yugoslavian Prvi Partizan ammo in original packets for the Soviet pistol etc. VGC ALR

248 - CASE OF 45ACP AMMO
Similar to previous lot but only 450R. ExC ALR

259 - 8X56R AMMO
An unopened tin of Military surplus. 8x56R ammo for the
Austro-Hungarian M95. Straight pull bolt action rifle. Our
research determined there is most likely 250R inside. GC
ALR
260 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
200R of Yugoslavian, circa 1978, good quality non corrosive Military surplus 7.92x57 cal ammo in original packets.
ExC ALR

251

261 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
262 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

252

246 - NAGANT REVOLVER AMMO
Approx 45R of Fiocchi brand 97g 7.62 Nagant revolver
ammo in original box plus10 fired cases. GC ALR
247 - CASE OF 45 ACP AMMO
500R case of Russian Barnaul brand steel case .45acp 230g
FMJ ammunition. ExC ALR

257 - .303 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ALR
258 - .303 BLANK
110R of British Military WWII .303 MKV blank ammo. In
original grey/blue paper and string 1944 dated packets. ALR

241 - 7.5 SWISS REVOLVER AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
242 - 8MM GASSER AMMO
Approximately 100R in original packets of Fiocchi brand
ammunition for the Rast & Gasser M1898 revolver. ExC
ALR

253 - REPRODUCTION COLT 1873 REVOLVER
Italian Armi San Marco remake of the Colt single action
army revolver. 5½” .45LC cal barrel. Near all blue and case
colour finishes. VGC walnut grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

263 - 8MM MAUSER HUNTING AMMO
100R of Highland brand 8x57 JS 139gr soft point in original
20R packets. ExC ALR
264 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

253

265 - 8X57 DIES ETC
Bag lot containing a Lee brand 3 die set, approx 100 Hornady Interlock 195gr SP bullets and approx 90 once fired
brass. ExC ALR

14
266 - 308 TARGET AMMO
100R of Sellier & Bellot 147g FMJ training ammo in original 50R boxes. ExC ALR
280

267 - 308 HUNTING AMMO
60R of Sellier & Bellot brand 150g SP ammo in original
packets. ExC ALR
268 - .243 AMMO
60R of Sellier & Bellot 100gr SP hunting ammo in original
packets. ExC ALR

280 - REPRO LIGHT DRAGOON PISTOL
Japanese made, circa 1960’s, reproduction of a British Military Flintlock Light Dragoon pistol, circa early 1800’s. 9”
.69 cal round steel barrel with near all bright blue finish.
Case coloured lock plate marked Crown/GR. ExC full wood
stock with brass furniture and steel ram rod. ExWO&C B/
CLR

282

269 - 9.3x62 AMMO
40R of Sellier & Bellot 285gr sporting ammo in original
packets. ExC ALR

283

270 - VINTAGE KYNOCH AMMO
Assorted bag lot containing English Kynoch ammunition
(all yellow and red packets): 9.3 MAUSER 10R packet,
.375 MAGNUM 5R packet sealed, 275 MAGNUM Rimless
5R packet and 8x50R Mannlicher 10R packet with torn end.
G-VGC ALR
271 - .577 SNIDER AMMO
10 original brass rounds for the British/NZ breech loading
rifle. Most likely CAC, circa 1868. GC ALR

279 - REPRO LIGHT DRAGOON PISTOL
Japanese, circa 1960's, reproduction of British Military
Flintlock Light Dragoon pistol, circa early 1800's. 9” Octagonal to round .69 cal barrel retaining near all blue. The
lock plate marked Crown/GR and has most case colours.
VGC full wood stock with brass furniture and steel rod.
ExWO&C B/CLR

281 - REPRO WALKER REVOLVER
Italian remake of the Colt 1846 Walker percussion revolver.
9” Octagonal to round blued barrel and cylinder with scene.
Case coloured frame and small parts with brass trigger
guard and straps. Some slight speckle staining to the metalwork. VGC walnut grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

274

273

272 - ASSORTED AMMO
A bag lot containing the following ammo in original packets. Approx 70R of .25 Stevens long for the Stevens favourite rifle. CIL & UMC brands. 70R of 44-40 Winchester red
and yellow packets and Dominion brands 50R of 32LONG
RF, 45R of 22 automatic CIL brand, 10R of SAKO 8.2x57L.
FC ALR

275

283 - REPRO 1860 ARMY REVOLVER
Italian Armi San Paolo remake of the Colt 1860 percussion
Army revolver. 7¾” .44 cal round blued barrel and cylinder
with near all finish. The frame and small parts have polished
to white case hardened finish. VGC wooden grips with brass
furniture. VGWO&C B/CLR

273 - REPRODUCTION TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD
Harrington & Richardson US made reproduction of the
Springfield model 1873 rifle. 26” .45-70 cal barrel with iron
sights and near all blue finish. The receiver, breech block
and trigger guard have scroll engraving and case coloured
finishes. VGC checkered woodwork with some handling
marks and factory tang sight with some loss of finish to the
butt plate. VGWO&C ALR

284 - STEEL CANVAS BOOK
Steel Canvas - The Art of American Arms by R L Wilson.
Hard cover, large format, colour photos, 384 pages. Excellent book showing some of the finest antique American firearms. ExC

289

285 - COLT - AN AMERICAN LEGEND BOOK
Hard cover, large format book by R L Wilson. 460 pages
with extensive colour photos covering the history of Colt.
ExC

274 - H&R SHIKARI RIFLE
US Harrington & Richardson break action single shot Shikari model 155 rifle. 28” .45-70 cal barrel with iron sights
and near all blue finish. The receiver has near all case colour
finish. ExC beech woodwork. In as new ExWO&C ALR
275 - ROSSI LEVER ACTION RIFLE
Brazilian copy of the Winchester 92 carbine. 20” 44-40 cal
barrel with iron sights. Metalwork with near all blue. GC
woodwork with handling marks and corrosion to the steel
but plate otherwise VGWO&C ALR
276 - SAVAGE 99 RIFLE
US model 99 lever action rifle. 22” .250-3000 cal barrel.
Front sight is retained but missing rear sight. Action has
been fitted with two piece weaver style bases. Metalwork
has some staining to the receiver and barrel but retains most
blue thinning at the edges. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
277 - WINCHESTER 92 RIFLE
US lever action rifle, circa 1928. The barrel is an unmarked
replacement without rear sight or calibre markings (most
likely 38-40). Magazine is full length with modified capacity, receiver with dark grey patina. Tang with aperture sight.
VGC wooden stock and forend with horn tip. GWO&C
ALR
278 - WINCHESTER 94 CARBINE
US lever action, circa mid 1980's. 20” .30-30 round barrel
with original sights (missing rear riser) and marked Winchester 94AE etc. Metalwork has overall dull blue thinning
where carried. GC walnut woodwork. GWO&C ALR
To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.

282 - REPRO COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of the Colt 1851 percussion Navy revolver. 7½” .36 cal octagonal blued barrel and cylinder with
scene. Case hardened frame and small parts. Metalwork has
near all finish. VGC walnut grips and square brass trigger
guard and straps. ExWO&C B/CLR

288

286 - TWO COLT BOOKS
Colts Single Action Army Revolver - The Legend, The Romance & The Rivals by O’Meara. Hard cover, large format,
160 pages, B&W and colour photos. Variations of Colts
New Model Police & Pocket Breech Loading Pistols. Hard
cover, large format, 158 pages, B&W photos. Excellent reference on cartridge conversions. ExC
287 - SHOTGUN SNAP CAPS
Bag lot containing 6 snap caps/dummy rounds for shotguns.
Two Westley Richards chrome plated 12g plus two similar
marked Attlebrough, plus two brass 20g. VGC
288 - ‘03 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
Early US Military 1903 Springfield bolt action rifle. 24” .3006 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug is marked
with flying bomb and 1-07 date. The rear sight is graduated
to 2700 yards. The chamber marked US SPRINGFIELD
ARMORY MODEL 1903 and early low serial number in
the 174,000 range. Metalwork has dark arsenal blue. VGC
WWII ‘scant’ pistol grip, stock without grasping grooves
and complete with swivels. VGWO&C ALR

276

277

278

289 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 MK1/3 RIFLE
British Military WWII SMLE. 25” .303 cal barrel with
original bayonet lug, sights and proof. The side rail has the
original WWII and Savage No4 MKI* markings and above
is marked No4 MKI/3 (F) FTR. The rear sight is graduated
to 1300 yards. Bolt and wrist have matching numbers and
metalwork has near all parkerised finish. ExC woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR
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290 - K98 MAUSER RIFLE
WWII German bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber is marked byf 43
(Mauser 1943) Acceptance marks have been capture punch
marked and serial numbers are mismatched. Near all Soviet
arsenal refinish. ExC laminate wood stock complete with
cleaning rod. ExWO&C ALR

301 - NAGANT PU SNIPER SCOPE
Original Soviet Sniper scope and mount for the M91/30
Mosin Nagant rifle. The scope is marked with the optics
logo and 91/30 over serial number, the mount also has faint
electric pencil and serial number as well as 54 re-issue and
SA marking for Finnish Army on the base. VGC
290

291 - ARISAKA TYPE 38 CAVALRY RIFLE
Imperial Japanese WWII Arisaka short rifle based from the
type 38 rifle. 24” 6.5 cal barrel, the front sight is without
protecting wings. The sight is graduated to 2400 metres and
has triangular shaped peep sight. The chamber has circular
punches to the edge of the Mon (most likely Thailand) and
38 type Kanji. The side rail Nagoya arsenal marked. The
bolt is unusual in that it is turned down and does not appear
to be cut or welded and there is a recession in the wood work
for this. Metalwork has dark patina with some pitting near
the foresight. The woodwork is also unusual in that it is one
piece and shows heavy use and a aged crack in the wrist and
is most likely an old replacement. GWO&C ALR

302 - REPRODUCTION PU SCOPE AND MOUNT
Modern made reproduction of the Soviet M91/30 Sniper PU
model scope and mount. ExC

292

303 - M1 GARAND RIFLE
US WWII, circa 1945, semi automatic rifle. 24” .30M1
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug and is date
stamped 4 45. The rear of the receiver is marked US RIFLE
CAL 30 M1 SPRINGFIELD ARMORY and serial number
in the three million range. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. The VGC woodwork has been re-stained at some
point and is complete with swivels. ExWO&C P6LR
291

292 - ARISAKA TYPE 38 RIFLE
Imperial Japanese WWII bolt action rifle. 31” 6.5 cal barrel
with original sight and bayonet lug. The rear sight is original
triangular peep type but not matching nor is the bolt. The
Mon has circular punch marks around the edge and below is
marked 38 type. The receiver has dust cover and is Nagoya
arsenal marked. Metalwork has dark overall patina. GC two
piece stock with webbing sling. GWO&C ALR

304 - M1 CARBINE
US WWII semi auto carbine. 18” .30M1 cal barrel with
original sight and marked ROCK-OLA. The chamber is
marked US CARBINE CAL .30M1. The rear of the receiver
has correct early flip over battle sight and is marked ROCKOLA and serial number in the 169,000 range. Metalwork
has most original blue to the barrel and thinning original
finish to the action. VGC original stock complete with sling
oiler and 15R magazine. VGWO&C P6&P7LR

298

293 - FINNISH NAGANT RIFLE
A Finnish capture and re-issue of the Soviet Mosin Nagant
M91/30 bolt action rifle. 29” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights. The chamber is SA marked as well as 1941 date
and Izhevsk arsenal marks and the receiver is round type.
Metalwork has dark grey to black patina. VGC dovetail/
finger joint finish made stock complete with cleaning rod.
VGWO&C ALR
294 - M1907 SLING
Original US Military WWII leather and brass sling to suit
the ‘03 Springfield, Garand and Trench gun. Marked with
crossed cannons. SA Ltd 1944. Shows age but appear unissued. ExC

311

301

306 - MKIII STEN GUN
British Military WWII, circa 1942/43 sub machine gun.
8” 9mm cal barrel with integral handguard/shield with integral sights on the seam. The magazine well is marked
STEN.M.C.MKIII and L.B. logo for lines Bros Ltd. Also
marked with the serial number which is matching on the bolt
and T style stock. Near all black enamel finish. Complete
with original magazine. Ex-VGWO&C C&P7LR

293

295 - K98 BAYONET
Reproduction bayonet for the German WWII rifle. 24½ cm
blade with dark grey patina and with no markings visible.
The grips are plastic in the Bakelite style, complete with
scabbard. GC

307 - MKII STEN GUN
WWII British Sub machine gun. 8” 9mm cal barrel with
original sights and shroud. The magazine well is marked
STEN MKII and JL & CO. LTD. Metalwork has thinning
enamel finish complete with steel skeleton stock and magazine. VGWO&C C&P7

303

296 - K98 BAYONET FROG
Original WWII black leather frog for the German bayonet.
Code marked gfg 1942. VGC

304

297 - MOSIN NAGANT ACCESSORIES
Bag lot containing original accessories for the Soviet rifle/
carbine. Includes sling twin cell pouch, oil bottle and tools.

310 - STEN SLING
Original WWII era canvas sling for the STEN SMG. VGC
311 - BRITISH MILITARY SURVIVAL KNIFE
Circa late 1970/820's Wilkinson pattern British Military
survival knife. 18cm heavy blade with sharpening marks
and chips and NATO number 127/8214. Wooden grips with
heavy use. FC

305

300 - K98 SIDE RAIL MOUNT
Similar to previous but most likely modern or sporting production, near all bright blue finish. ExC

312 - US GAS MASK
Gulf war era, circa 1990, US Airforce and Navy MCU-2/P
chemical and biological gas mask in original bag with canister and decontamination accessories. VGC
307

299

308 - STEN BARREL COVER
A new made reproduction canvas hand cover grip as used
on the MK2/5. Silent Sten guns to protect the hand when
firing. In as new ExC
309 - AUSTEN MAGAZINE LOADER
Original blackened bronze magazine loading device for
the Australian Austen or Sten S.M.G. Marked “AUSTEN”
9MM. MAGAZINE FILLER D.C. VGC

298 - REPLICA K98 SNIPER MOUNT AND SCOPE
A reproduction of the late war long side rail mount for the
Mauser 98K sniper rifle. Fitted with a 7x42 sniper single
turret telescopic sight. Includes attachment screws and tapping tool. VGC
299 - K98 SIDE RAIL MOUNT
WWII German side rail mount for the 98K Sniper rifle. The
base section is WaA37 Waffen-amt marked as well as 135
acceptance eagle (Sauer & Mauser) and is also serialised
and has a matching number on the ring section which has
the commercial style twin levers. GC

305 - PPS 43 SUBMACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII Soviet S.M.G. 9½” 7.62x25 cal barrel with
ventilated shroud with original sights. The receiver marked
behind the chamber with ordnance C mark and 1945 date.
Metalwork has most original Military finish, steel over folding stock. VGC original checkered grips also with the C
logo. Includes its 35 shot magazine. ExWO&C C&P7LR

16
313 - NAZI HI-POWER PISTOL
WWII German Issue Browning M1935 pistol. 5” 9mm cal
barrel marked with acceptance eagle and serial number
(matching on the slide and frame). The slide with original
fixed sights and FN Herstal address and eagle acceptance
marks, the frame is Waffen-amt marked for FN at the front
below the barrel. Metalwork has typical dull original finish
turning grey, worn but original wooden grips and includes
its correct Waffen -amt marked magazine. GWO&C B/CLR

321 - HI-POWER HOLSTER
Unusual most likely German/Spanish WWII variant of the
breakaway holster for the high power holster. Brown soft
cow leather construction with a tab on the top flap instead
of the lower, has slight drop leg tab and has magazine pouch
on the front which is correct double stack but longer then
necessary. Shows correct age. GC

313

322 - GERMAN HI-POWER MAGAZINE
WWII German magazine for the M1935 9mm pistol
WaA359 Waffen-amt mark on spine and base. Most overall
original blue with some minor pin pricking. GC B/CLR

314 - WWI LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German WWI P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with
original sight, serial number and proofs. The chamber is
dated 1917 and the toggle is marked with ERFURT logo
as well as proof on the side including a WWI war time rework proof (also on the barrel). Most numbers are matching
including the magazine but the firing pin and take down are
mismatched, these have most likely been replaced during
the re-work process during the war. Metalwork retains most
overall original rust blue and straw finishes with typical holster wear to the leading edges. VGC original walnut grips.
Complete with its original makers marked and 1916 dated
holster with stripping tool and extra magazine. The back of
the holster has scratched in capture records for Phillip Waters of the Auckland Mounted Rifles and a capture date of 25
September 1918. VG-EXWO&C B/CLR

323 - INGLIS HI POWER MAGAZINE
WWII Canadian Inglis Browning Hi Power magazine.
Thinning original blue and stamped JI on the front and base
plate. GC B/CLR

315

324 - LUGER MAGAZINE
Original WWII era P08 magazine. Blued body with most
dull finish. Alloy base plate with some bruising on the serial
number and 63 eagle acceptance mark. GC B/CLR
325 - LUGER MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot but earlier WWII version with nickel
body and alloy base plate with serial number and eagle/63
proof. G-VG B/CLR

316

315 - LUGER PISTOL
German P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with 1940 date and
WWII acceptance marks on the top section. The toggle and
frame are Imperial German DWM and the grip strap has a
struck out WWI unit marking. Most overall dull blue thinning on the edges. GC checkered walnut grips and WWI era
magazine. GWO&C B/CLR

326 - P38 MAGAZINE
WWII German P38 pistol magazine, marked eagle 359 on
the spine. GC B/CLR

316 - WALTHER HP PISTOL
German WWII era semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, the
slide with Walther banner logo Zella Mehlis address and
Mod HP, the slide has typical war time electric pencil renumber to match the frame. The barrel is also re-numbered
in the same style but has the same original number as the
slide. The frame is marked with WaA359 Waffen-amt and
SS runes in circle which are also on the trigger guard as well
as deaths head mark. Metalwork has near all blue GC brown
groved Bakelite grips. The magazine is also SS and Waffenamt marked. VGWO&C B/CLR
317 - FINISH BERETTA PISTOL
WWII Finish Army issue Italian Beretta Model 1935 semi
auto pistol. 3½” .32acp cal barrel, the slide marked P Beretta cal 7.65 etc. and 1940 date and serial number matching
on the frame which also has Italian proofs and 1941 date
as well as Finnish Army SA marking. Metalwork has most
original blued finish which has turned a plum colour on the
slide, which is typical for this pistol. VGC original grips.
VGWO&C CLR
318 - BERETTA 1935 PISTOL
WWII Italian Air Force issue pistol. 3½” 32acp cal barrel,
the slide with original sights is marked P Beretta cal 7.65
MOD 1935 and 1936 date. The frame has the Air Force eagle behind the grip. Metalwork has some holster loss on the
right hand side at the front of the slide otherwise retains near
all blue. Includes its original tropical web holster. An unusual variant for the Italian or WWII collector. VGWO&C CLR
319 - P38 HOLSTER
1st year of production black leather hard shell holster for the
P38 pistol. The rear is stamped with G. POSE makers mark,
1940 date and Waffen-amt mark. VGC
320 - LUGER HOLSTER
Imperial German WWI era dark brown leather P08 holster.
The holster is Saupe & Sherf makers marked and has a unit
marking on the inside flap to Machine gun unit: 181.R. 1.B
09 MGKII J.R.181. M.G.28. The leather straps have a field
repair. GC

327 - DAKOTA SAFARI RIFLE
High grade American bolt action M76 Safari grade hunting rifle. 24” .450 Dakota calibre barrel with original fixed
iron sights stamped with the calibre. The receiver is marked
with serial number R0231 and DAKOTA ARMS 76 STURGIS SD and is fitted with telescopic sight bases. Metalwork
has most original blue thinning towards the barrel and on
the magazine floor plate. Safari grade checkered walnut
stock with Ebony forend and original butt plate. There is
a very minor crack at the top of the tang. Includes approx
30 reloads (sold as components only) 20 new cases and 30
used cases. Also included is a letter of Provenance from the
owner that the gun was once owned by the late founder of
Dakota Don Allen and given as part payment to a guide on
one of his African hunting trips. VGWO&C ALR
Estimate $6,000 - $8,000

318

328

328 - REMINGTON 300 ULTRA MAG RIFLE
Bolt action model 700 sporting rifle. 26” .300 Ultra mag barrel with front iron sight but rear has been removed, marked
with calibre and Ilion NY address. The receiver with one
piece bridge mount is foliate engraved as is the floor plate.
Metalwork has near all original blue with some thinning and
scratching to the barrel. The VGC checkered walnut stock
with ebony forend has some handling marks. Includes bipod, sling and approx 100 fired cases and a packet of loaded
ammunition as well as approx 45 reloads (sold as components only). VGWO&C ALR

329

330

329 - REMINGTON 700 RIFLE
US Bolt action large game hunting rifle. 26” 375 Holland
& Holland Magnum calibre barrel with original iron sights
but missing the front hood and has barrel mounted front
swivel. Marked with the calibre and the receiver marked
Remington Model 700 and fitted with Weaver 2-5 power
optical sight and has detachable box magazine. Metalwork
has near all original blue thinning at the muzzle. ExC laminate wood stock. Also includes an extra magazine, approx
20 reloads (sold as components only) and 45 fired cases.
VG-ExWO&C ALR
330 - SAKO TRG 22 RIFLE
Finish bolt action target/Marksman rifle. 26” .308 cal barrel
with muzzle break and factory markings. The receiver with
one piece rail is marked SAKO TRG.22 and has detachable
5R box magazine. Metalwork has most original matte and
black finishes. VGC original sand coloured synthetic stock
with adjustable comb and pad. VGWO&C ALR

17
331 - TIKKA T3 TACTICAL RIFLE
Finish bolt action target / marksman rifle. 23” .223 cal bull
barrel threaded for suppressor and has ventilated alloy hand
guard with picatinny rail. The receiver is alloy chassis type
marked TIKKA T3X with rubber pistol grip, 10R detachable box magazine, folding butt stock with adjustable cheek
rest. In like new ExWO&C ALR

331

340 - COLT NAVY POWDER FLASK
Antique powder flask for the Colt Navy revolver. Late variant with the pattern only on one side and has crossed rifles
and pistols over COLT'S PATENT and Stand of Flags with
shield. The top is basic, held with 3 pins (one missing). The
lacquer finish is gone and has a dent to the rear but displays
well. GC

339

332 - HOWA 1500 RIFLE
Japanese bolt action sporting/target rifle. 24” .223 cal 1:8
twist bull barrel threaded for a suppressor. The action with
Weaver bases and detachable polymer 10R magazine. Metalwork has all over bead basted finish. ExC Boyds laminated stock with rubber inserts and adjustable comb. ExWO&C
ALR

341 - COLT NAVY BULLET MOLD
Original antique iron mold for the 1851 and 61 .36 cal Navy
percussion revolvers. The spur cutter is marked COLTS
PATENT and the mold 36B. VGC

333 - FLAK 88 SHELL
Rare original WWII inert empty steel shell casing for the
German Flak 18/36/37/41 anti aircraft/tank artillery gun. 56
½cm tall with slight oxidisation to the steel. Base without
fuse and has aue makers code and other faint markings.
VGC NLR
334 - 4½” BRASS SHELL
Large British/NZ Military Naval gun empty brass case
measuring 64cm in length. Stamped on the base 4.5IN M
RKS 3-5 GUNS 1970 ↑ etc. ExC NLR

340

332

335 - BRASS ARTILLERY SHELL
Brass British/NZ Military empty shell. Measures 30cm in
length x 9cm across, base marked A/SMARK K10 MORTAR MK2 with 1974 date and WWII dated fuse. Some
denting on the lip. GC NLR
336 - CASED COLT POCKET REVOLVER
Antique percussion 1849 pocket model Colt revolver, circa
1861. 4” .31 cal octagonal barrel with bead sight and marked
-ADDRESS SAM L COLT HARTFORD CT-. The 5 shot
cylinder has faint stage coach scene and marked COLTS
PATENT and serial number which is matching on the rest
of the revolver. The frame is also marked COLTS PATENT.
Metalwork has dark original patina with traces of nickel silver on the brass trigger guard. Contained in its original early
style factory case. The case has its original dark green/black
velvet lining and contains an original bronze mold, percussion cap tin and a good quality Dixon second generation
powder flask. G-VGWO&C NLR
337 - COLT 1862 POLICE REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1872, percussion revolver. 5½” .36 cal round
barrel with original bead sight and marked ADDRESS
COL. SAM L COLT NEW-YORK U.S AMERICA. 5 shot
fluted cylinder and the frame is marked COLT'S PATENT.
Metalwork has dark grey patina with some holster pinpricking around the muzzle and bruising near the wedge. There
are traces of blue in concealed areas and faint case colours.
Brass trigger guard marked 36 cal, also has thin nickel silver finish in areas. All numbers are matching and action is
strong. GC original walnut grips with a few aged chips. GVGWO&C NLR
338 - COLT 1855 SIDE HAMMER REVOLVER
Antique U.S Colt model 5 'Roots' percussion revolver, circa
1862. 3½” .31 cal round barrel with original bead sight and
round loading lever with octagonal base and ball latch. It is
marked ADDRESS COL. COLT NEW-YORK U.S.A. The
5 shot fluted cylinder is marked PATENTED SEPT. 10TH
1850 and behind the recoil shield is marked 31 CAL. Metalwork has areas with traces of original blue and case colours.
There is minor pin pricking and bruising in a few areas.
VGC original walnut one piece grips. Action is strong and
indexes well. VGWO&C NLR
339 - LONDON NAVY POWDER FLASK
Medium size bag shape flask. The top is marked COLTS
NAVY FLASK JAMES DIXON & SONS SHEFFIELD and
has three position charger. The body of the flask is marked
MADE IN ENGLAND and has a couple of pressure dings.
Base with steel split rings. Measures approx 18½x6cm.
G-VGC

342 - MODEL 1831 RAMPART GUN
A rare and seldom seen for sale Antique French Charleville
M1831 breech loading percussion Rampart gun. These extremely large guns were used by defensive fortifications as
intermediate arms between the muskets and cannons of the
day. 47” round steel barrel in approx 1” calibre/90 bore with
original blade foresight and flip up rear sight. The breach is
a tip up type with side lever lock. The wrist is marked Mle
1831 and the lock plate Mre Rle/de Charleville. The front
stock is steel but is missing the original bayonet style support stand. Metalwork has dark overall patina and action is
strong. The original wood stock has aged bora holes, otherwise GOW&C NLR

343

341

343 - STEVENS FOWLING PIECE
Antique percussion double barrel muzzle loading shotgun,
circa 1840-50's. 30” 16 bore Damascus twist barrels with
gold bands at the breech and marked STEVENS 43 HIGH
HOLBORN LONDON and proofs. The lock plates are also
marked STEVENS LONDON and are borderline and scroll
engraved with dolphin design hammer. Metalwork has grey
patina to the barrels with some pinpricking and traces of
case colours to the lock and blue in concealed parts of the
trigger guard. VGC checkered walnut stock. Contained in
its original wooden case with original green baize lining and
trade label. Some damage to the partitions. VGWO&C NLR
344 - CASED RIGBY REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1860's, 4th model single trigger Tranter revolver. 4½” 80 bore (.38 cal) octagonal barrel. The top strap
is marked with famous Irish maker John Rigby’s London
address: JN °. RIGBY & CO ST JAMES ST LONDON as
well as London proof marks also on the 5 shot cylinder. The
frame is marked TRANTERS PATENT and serial number
with T suffix. It also has the cylinder safety and Tranter
hinged ram rod. Metalwork is borderline and foliate engraved and retains most original bright blue to the frame
with some areas of loss to the barrel. Original one piece
checkered grips. Contained in its original green baize lined
case with bullet mould, Dixon & Sons bag flask, rod, caps
and lubricant. VG-ExWO&C NLR

345

346

345 - PATTERN 1858 PISTOL
Single shot percussion pistol, circa mid 19th century. 8” .59
cal steel barrel with blade foresight and captive ram rod.
The proof marks on the gun are not the English proofs you
would encounter on an East Indian company gun but are
of an Indian script which makes us believe this is a locally
produced variant. The lockplate has a similar script marking and some pinpricking. Metalwork has dark grey patina.
VGC full wood stock with brass furniture but missing the
lanyard ring. GWO&C NLR
346 - PERCUSSION PISTOL
Antique boxlock percussion travelling pistol, circa 183060’s. 4” .50cal octagonal to round brass barrel & action with
cannon turns at the muzzle. The action has basic Stand of
Flags design. GC checkered one piece grip. GWO&C NLR

347

347 - PINFIRE SCENT PISTOL
Interesting and unusual antique, circa 1890's, European
miniature pinfire single shot “scent” pistol. Measures just
4-5cm overall with an 18mm length, octagonal 2mm cal
barrel. The all metal frame and grip with engraving retains
most plated finish. VGWO&C NLR
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348 - SHOT BAGS AND POWDER FLASK
Two antique leather shot bags for percussion or flintlock
fowling guns, plus an unmarked shell pattern flask.
349 - WINCHESTER DEFENDER SHOTGUN
US pump action shotgun. 20” 12g barrel with rifle sights
and New Haven address. Cylinder bore with 3” chamber
and 5R magazine. Metalwork with near all original finish.
ExC original wooden stock. ExWO&C ALR

351
349

350 - MOSSBERG 500 SHOTGUN
US pump action shotgun. 20” 12g cylinder bore barrel with
heat shield and modified full length magazine. Metalwork
has most overall blued finish with handling scratches. GC
woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR
351 - BENELLI SHOTGUN
Italian semi auto, model 123/SL80 12g shotgun. 28½" ½
choke ribbed barrel. Inertia action fully engraved receiver.
Metalwork has near all finish. ExC wood stock in near new
ExWO&C ALR

354

362 - G3 SCOPE AND MOUNT
Telescopic scope and mount for the Hechler & Koch G3
rifle. The scope has a green finish and has Hensoldt logo
and NATO number. The mount is claw mount type. Includes
case with camo colour. ExC

352 - FRANCHI 20G SHOTGUN
Italian 20g semi auto shotgun based on the Browning A5
design. 26” barrel with blade foresight and thinning blue.
Some minor scratches to the receiver. VGC checkered
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

363 - NDM86 OPTIC AND MOUNT
Most likely commercial variant of the Chinese Dragonov
scope and mount. Includes metal transit case and instructions. ExC

353 - JOHN WAYNE RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1982, Winchester Model 94 John Wayne
commemorative rifle. 18½” 32-40 cal round blued barrel
with full length magazine and original sights and markings.
The receiver is nickel plated and engraved with famous
movie scenes. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish
and near all nickel plating with very minor bubbling starting
where the forend meets the metal. ExC walnut stock with a
few minor handling marks. Includes its original cardboard
box. VG-ExWO&C ALR

364 - RUGER PISTOL MAGAZINES
Two magazines for the .22lr Ruger 22/45 and 22/45 lite
model pistols. ExC B/CLR

352

354 - WINCHESTER 1894 CENTENNIAL RIFLE
Limited Edition 1894-1994 Centennial rifle. 26” Octagonal
to round 30.WCF(30.30) cal barrel with iron sights and address etc and ½ length magazine. The receiver is engraved
with foliate and deer design. Metalwork retains all original
blue. ExC original deluxe checkered grade 1 walnut stock.
Includes original box. ExWO&C ALR

357 - SAVAGE 1907 PISTOL
Vintage US semi auto pistol, circa 1907-17. 3½” .32acp
cal barrel with original sights. The top marked with Savage
NY address, calibre and patent information. The frame is
marked with the Savage logo and has round hammer. Metalwork has most overall blue that is still bright in areas and
has scattered speckle staining and a 1cm area of pitting below the ejection port. VGC original hard rubber Indian head
logo grips and original ten round magazine plus a period
leather holster. VGWO&C CLR
358 - BROWNING 1900 PISTOL
Belgian early 20th Century pistol. 4” .32acp cal barrel with
Belgian proofs and marked with FN Herstal address. Metalwork has near all original blue, thinning in a few spots.
ExC original FN logo brown hard rubber grips. ExWO&C
B/CLR

365 - THREE HOLSTERS
Black leather M1916 holster for the 1911 pistol, FC. German Camo finish, waterproof flap holster for Sig Sauer or
similar plus a brown leather Military holster with blue cord
lining to fit automatic pistol and magazine like Browning
1910/22. F-VGC
366 - SWEDISH M45 S.M.G
Rare and desirable early variant of the Carl Gustaf Swedish
Military sub machine gun. 8” 9mm cal barrel with original sights and shroud. Stamped with the serial number and
Swedish crown which is matching on the receiver in several places. This variant has the removable magazine guide.
When removed the gun will accept Suomi magazines. Metalwork has near all original matte black finish. ExC wooden grip with steel folding stock. Includes its original 36R
magazine. ExWO&C C&P7LR Estimate $5,000 - $7,000

355

355 - MAUSER 1914 PISTOL
Unusual long barrel variant with 5½” .32acp cal barrel.
The slide with two line Oberndorf address and frame with
banner. Original blue thinning all over and turning grey in
heavy use areas. GC original grips. GWO&C B/CLR
356 - MAUSER 1934 PISTOL
German WWII semi automatic pistol. 3½” .32ACP cal barrel with original sights and post war English proofs (also on
the framework) the slide is marked with calibre and Mauser
Werke Oberndorf address as well as Nazi eagle/N commercial proof. The frame has banner logo. Metalwork has bright
blue finish to the slide and grey patina on the frame and barrel. Original wooden grips have a 4cm long chip at the base
on the right hand side. GWO&C CLR

360 - FN 1910/22 PISTOL
A rare post war German occupational era, Railway Police
FN pistol. 4½” .32acp cal barrel, the slide with original
sights, FN Herstal address and is proofed plus marked Bahnpolizei U.S. Zone (Railway Police). Metalwork has most
original blue with some holster and handling wear. VGC
original hard rubber grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
361 - G1 SCOPE AND MOUNT
German Military telescopic sight and mount for the G1 7.62
cal rifle. The scope with Hensoldt logo and NATO number
etc. The dust cover base is marked MADE IN GERMANY.
Includes it original matching number case. ExC

350

353

359 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
3½” .32acp cal barrel, the slide with integral sights and FN
Herstal address. Metalwork retains near all original blue
with some slight holster wear and a few minor stains. VGC
original FN logo grips. VG-ExWO&C

356

368
357

367 - SUOMI S.M.G
Swiss Military issue Finnish manufactured Model 43 Sub
machine gun. 12” 9mm cal barrel with ventilated shroud and
original sights. The receiver has the Finnish Suomi Tikka
marked tangent sight and has Swiss proof. Metalwork has
thinning Military enamel finish. GC woodwork complete
with sling and 50R ‘Coffin’ magazine. G-VGWO&C C&P7
368 - BERETTA 38A S.M.G
Italian WWII 9mm cal sub machine gun. 14” barrel with
compensator and perforated shroud with bayonet lug and
original sights with basic battle rear sight, the receiver is
marked MOSCH AUTOM “BERRETA” Mod.38/A 44Cal.9 - 1949. The gun has the early war time side safety not
the post war cross bolt. Metalwork has all over blue with
some pin pricking to the sheet metal chamber cover. GC
woodwork with cross inlaid into the stock (perhaps Military
insignia). Includes its original 40R magazine. VGWO&C
C&P7LR

358

359

360
367
361
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369 - SA DAGGER
World War II Nazi German 1933 standard pattern early
SA dagger 22.2cm black marked with motto - Alles fur
Deutschland. The ricasso is marked with the logo for Solingen maker August Merten and the blade is in ExC with typical runner marks and has very good fit to the crossguards
which also fit well to the wooden grip and has small HO
stamp. Some scuffing to the SA roundel VGC original scabbard with some minor dings and scratches. VGC
370 - GERMAN ARMY DAGGER
WWII German Army Officers dagger. 26cm blade with
original Eickhorn Solingen squirrel logo on the centre flat
section. The crossguard with Army eagle has a scratched in
unit/soldier marking AH6055. VGC orange celluloid grip
with small dark crack at the top, complete with original
scabbard with pebble grain design and oak leaf bands. ExC
371 - GERMAN FORESTRY/HUNTING CUTLASS
Rare, circa early 1930's, German hunting association
(Deutsche Jagerschaft) senior version Cutlass. 34cm blade
is etched on both sides with dog and fox scene and deer
scene. The ricasso is marked with the WKC Knights head
logo. The brass gilded handle has D shaped guard with deer
hoof accents. The guard with clamshell design. Ivory grips
with acorn accents. ExC leather and brass scabbard with
leather frog. ExC

379 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British Lee Enfield MKI bolt action rifle. 30” .303 cal barrel with original foresight and bayonet lug with cleaning
rod slot. The rear sight is graduated to 1900 on the leaf and
600 on the bed. The barrel is stamped HV as well as BSA
logo 10/hg 738 and sold out of service marks etc. The serial
number on the bolt is mismatched to the gun. The wrist is
stamped BSA Co and has long range sight fitted. Metalwork
has most overall finish with some staining. GC woodwork
complete with swivels and lobbing sight. The butt with LSA
cartouche and 1.1 marks. G-VGWO&C ALR

370

369
373
377

378

372 - NSKK DAGGER
WWII German National Socialist Motor Corps 1933 dagger. 22½cm blade marked with Alles fur Deutschland motto
and makers logo for GEBR-BECKER Solingen. Some mild
staining between the runner marks. The guard with no stamp
has a good fit to the wooden grip and blade. VGC scabbard
with near all black enamel finish. VG-ExC

379

380

383 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET
British Military Pattern 1887 sword bayonet. 46½cm blade
with fuller ordnance marks and 88 date. Most likely Nepalese marking or Indian marking on the guard. Worn original
grips complete with scabbard. GC
384 - M1867 BAYONET
Socket bayonet for the Swedish Military 12.7mm Remington rolling block rifle. 49½cm cruciform type blued blade.
VGC

381
382

375 - GERMAN GOGGLES
WWII German goggles as used by mountain or motorised
troops, tan brown vinyl with amber tinted lenses and elastic
strap. ExC

385 - CARCANO BAYONET
Folding bayonet for the Italian WWII M1938 Mannlicher
Carcano rifle. Variant with internal coiled spring. 17½cm
blued blade with original plum colour. VGC wooden grips
and steel scabbard. ExC

376 - DAGGER BLADE AND SPOON
28½cm blade with profile of 1st pattern Luftwaffe dagger
measuring 2½cm wide at the ricasso, stamped 3097 on one
side and eagle between GES and GESCH on the other, no
thread on the tang. Some staining, plus a Kriegsmarine
marked soup spoon. GC

385

377 - SMLE NO2 MKIV TRAINING RIFLE
British Military .22 short rifle Mark IV (No2 MKIV*). 25”
.22RF cal barrel. The bolt and barrel are matching numbers
and the wrist is marked Crown/GR ENFIELD 1917 SHT
22IV*. There is no aperture sight on the wrist. Metalwork
retains most overall original blue. VGC woodwork. The
magazine is correctly without follower but not marked 22.
ExWO&C ALR
378 - SMLE NO.8 RIFLE
NZ Military .22lr training rifle based on the Lee Enfield No4
rifles. 24” .22lr cal barrel with original sights. The receiver
is marked NO.8 MKI and the wrist has 1952 date and N↑Z
etc. Metalwork has near all matte Military finish and the
woodwork is in excellent crisp condition. Complete with
sling. Hard to find better. ExWO&C ALR

381 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE
Nazi era German Military bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Marked with serial
number and acceptance mark. Chamber with S/27 code for
Erma & 1937 date as well as Soviet capture punch mark.
Most overall Soviet re-finish. Laminate stock with checkered repair on top of the wrist and matching serial to chamber and barrel. GWO&C ALR
382 - LEE ENFIELD CARBINE
Carbine variant of the British/NZ Military Lee Enfield. 21”
.303 cal barrel with what appears to be a replacement foresight. The chamber has sold out of service marks and some
pin prick marks. The left hand side of the wrist is marked
Crown/ER ENFIELD 1902 L.E.C I*. The right hand side is
without the NZ marks but the metalwork has been heavily
cleaned. The bolt is mismatched but correct flattened type
with proofs. The woodwork is a replacement butt and modern reproduction forend. GWO&C ALR

372

373 - GERMAN POLICE BAYONET
WWII era German Police dress bayonet. 33cm polished
blade with makers mark P.D LUNESCHLOSS SOLINGEN
The guard has a unit mark S.D.I.38 (also matching on the
scabbard) eagles head pommel and antler grip. The normal
Police Nazi eagle has been replaced with an eagle behind a
castle emblem (provincial crest?). Complete with scabbard
and frog. ExC
374 - NUREMBERG PEWTER PLATE
Rare Third Reich era Souvenir pewter plate. Measures 20cm
across with the emblems of 9 paramilitary organisations and
picture of Nuremberg in the centre. VGC

380 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
M96 bolt action Military rifle. 29” 6.5x55 cal barrel with
original sights. The chamber is marked Carl Gustaf etc
1914. Metalwork has most original thinning blue finish.
Numbers are matching except the bands. VG woodwork
complete with stock disc and swivels. VGWO&C ALR

386

387

386 - MAUSER C96 PISTOL
WWI German Military C96 Broom handle commercial
model pistol. 5½” .30 Mauser cal barrel with Oberndorf address and commercial proof as well as Military acceptance
proof on the right hand side of the chamber. The metalwork
has been cleaned to grey on the top barrel section and has
dark patina on the frame. All visible numbers are matching except the stock. GC original grips with lanyard ring.
Complete with its original but non matching number wooden stock holster with 1915 dated leatherwork. GWO&C B/
CLR
387 - MAUSER C96 PISTOL
German WWI era commercial model Broom Handle Mauser pistol. 5½” .30 Mauser cal barrel with Oberndorf address
and original sights. The frame also with Mauser address and
matching numbers. The metalwork has suffered heavy holster/storage pitting to large areas of the gun but internally is
in VGC. GC original grips. F-GWO&C B/CLR
Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771
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388 - AMERICAN EAGLE LUGER
German made for US market model 1906 Luger pistol. 4”
9mm cal replacement barrel marked Made in Germany. The
chamber is marked with the US Eagle and Crown/N proof.
The toggle with flat checkered knobs is marked DWM. The
frame is marked GERMANY and has serial number in the
66,000 range and is matching on the small parts. The frame
has grip safety. Metalwork has near all blue finish. ExC
checkered walnut grips. Magazine is a replacement Swiss
type. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
389 - SWISS 06/29 LUGER PISTOL
Swiss Military, circa 1930-47, Luger pistol. 4¾” .30 Luger
cal barrel with original sights and serial number (matching
on the frame and toggle). The toggle marked with Swiss
Cross in shield. The frame is Swiss type with grip safety.
Metalwork has near all blued finish. ExC original black
plastic grips. Includes its original holster and extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

399 - COLT NEW LINE REVOLVER
US Colt, circa 1878, single action revolver. 2¼” .41CF cal
barrel marked on the underside PAT.SEPT 15 1874 and serial number. There is traces of the acid etch COLT NEW 41 on
the side and London proofs. The frame is marked 41 CAL
C. Metalwork has near all nickel finish with blued hammer
and trigger. ExC original rosewood grips. VGWO&C CLR

388

400 - DUMONTHIER’S CANE GUN
Antique French, circa late 19th Century, .410 gauge walking stick/cane gun. 33” overall length, cane body with brass
and nickel silver bands and antler handle. The top band is
marked DUMONTIER'S CHALLENGE PATENTED DEC
1876 No 373. There is some typical splitting in the cane and
the trigger is at fault otherwise VGC ALR

390

401 - ANTIQUE SWORD CANE
French Victorian era sword cane. 66cm triangular blade.
The scabbard has brass tip and gold gilt top and the handle
is tortoise shell and also relief engraved with gilt finish and
monogram initials. ExC

390 - STECHKIN PISTOL
Cold War era Soviet APS machine pistol (modified to semi
automatic only). 5½” 9mm Makarov cal barrel with original
sights. The slide with arsenal mark and serial number also
on the frame. Metalwork has new all blue. ExC faux wood
brown grips. Includes its original wooden stock and extra
magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

404

391 - LLAMA 1911 PISTOL
Vintage Spanish copy of the Colt 1911 pistol. 5” 9mm parabellum cal barrel, the slide with fixed sights and marked Elgoibar address etc. Most overall original blue with handling
scratches and holster wear. VGC wooden grips. VGWO&C
B/CLR

402 - WILSON BOWIE KNIFE
Antique English made Bowie knife by I (John) Wilson of
Sheffield. 17½cm spear point blade marked I. WILSON
SYCAMORE ST SHEFFIELD ENGLAND. The blade has
some aged pitting to both sides, nickel silver cross guard
and antler grips. Complete with original leather sheath
which is also makers marked. VGC

400
401

392 - C96 HOLSTER
Chinese 1951 dated leather holster for C96 pistol with twin
ammo pouches on the front. GC

405

404 - FOLDING BOWIE
Antique, circa 1870-1900's folding Bowie. 18cm clip point
blade marked with the real eye witness knife logo as well as
TAYLOR SHEFFIELD on the ricasso. The blade has some
pitting towards the tip. VGC checkered horn grips. These
folding Bowies were popular among Hunters and Soldiers
from the mid 19th Century. Complete with original leather
scabbard. The lock that holds the blade in the open position
is slightly at fault otherwise VGC

393 - LUGER TOOL
Original WWI/WW2 stripping tool for the German Military
P08. Variant without proof mark. GC
394 - WWII PPK HOLSTER
Original black leather left hand holster for the German
Walther PPK. Marked SCHAMBACH Co BERLIN 1937.
VG-ExC
395 - COLT NO1 DERINGER
Rare and desirable first model Colt Deringer, circa 1880.
2½” .41RF short calibre blued barrel with original sight and
marked *COLT'S PT.F.A MFG. CO HARTFORD CT. USA
No1*. The nickel plated frame with hand checkering and
engraving, has matching serial number and G inspectors
mark. VG-ExWO&C CLR
396 - REMINGTON DERINGER
Antique Type 2 No3 model US double barrel deringer, circa
1888-1911. 3”.41RF cal barrels marked on the top rib REMINGTON ARMS CO. ILION-N.Y. and has extractor on the
side. Metalwork has dark grey original patina. VGC original
checkered hard rubber grips. G-VGWO&C CLR

398 - S&W 5TH MODEL D/A REVOLVER
Collectors example of this US compact double action revolver, circa 1909-19. 3” .32 S&W cal barrel with integral
foresight and marked with Springfield address and calibre.
The frame has small Smith & Wessson logo and has period
German commercial proofs. Metalwork has near all original bright blue and case colours. ExC original checkered
S&W logo hard rubber grips. Hard to find a better example.
ExWO&C CLR

405 - LF&C BOWIE KNIFE
Vintage American Bowie knife, circa late 19th Century by
New Britain manufacturer Landers Frary & Clark. 7” clip
point blade with traces of the universal L.F&C logo and
some pitting towards the ricasso. Nickel guard and VGC
hard rubber antler style grips and original leather scabbard.
VGC

391

406 - MARLIN ‘94 RIFLE
Fine collectors example of a US Marlin model 1894 rifle,
circa 1904. 24” 44-40 cal round barrel with half magazine,
original sights and New Haven address and patent information as well as stamped 44 40 at the chamber. The top
tang is marked MARLIN MODEL ‘94. Metalwork has near
all original blue to the barrel, magazine and breech block.
The action, lever and hammer retain overall case colours.
ExC original woodwork with crescent butt with case hardened plate. One of the best examples we have encountered.
ExWO&C ALR

396

397 - COLT NO.3 DERINGER
Colt Thuer model Derringer, circa 1875, early 1900’s. 2½”
.41RF cal barrel marked COLT, with original sight and London proof. Brass frame is marked 41 cal and rampant horse
logo as well as London retailer E.M REILLY & CO. The
barrel has all over shallow pitting/texture to the right hand
side. ExC varnished walnut original grips. GWO&C CLR

397

399

403 - SILVER HANDLE BOWIE
Antique US Civil War type German silver cutlery handle
Bowie knife by Thomas Boof London. The blade is 19½cm
spear point shape and has makers logo and all over scattered
pitting, silver cross guard and ornate nickel German silver
handle, complete with original leather scabbard. VGC

407

407 - REMINGTON 14½ RIFLE
Vintage US pump action rifle, circa 1912-20's. 22” 44-40 cal
round barrel with original sights and full length magazine.
Marked with Remington Arms/Union Metallic Cartridge
Company Ilion address, logo and 44REM or 44WCF. The
takedown receiver with headstamp logo and serial number
in the 43,000 range. Metalwork has most original blue turning mottled in areas. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland
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408 - 22 CAL WINCHESTER ‘73 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1890, .22RF cal third model 1873 lever action rifle. 24” round barrel with modified full length magazine. Marked with the New Haven address and missing ladder on the sight. Metalwork with dark patina, the stock has
been cracked and repaired through the wrist. FWO&C ALR
409 - COLT SINGLE ACTION ARMY REVOLVER
US Model 1873 S/A revolver, circa 1894. 7½” .45 long Colt
calibre barrel marked with second type single line Hartford
address and 45 on the side. The frame is the black powder
type and is marked with rampant Colt motif and two line
patent information. The hammer has been changed to the
Bisley type and the front sight has been modified. The serial numbers on the trigger guard, frame and backstrap are
matching (the backstrap is only partly visible but is matching) and are in the 155,000 range. Metalwork has dark grey
all over patina with thinning blue in places on the barrel
and on the screw heads which are in nice condition. VGC
original walnut grips. VGWO&C CLR

409

417 - FOLSOM HOLSTER AND BELT
US Black leather belt with Audley patent holster to suit Colt
Official Police double action revolver or similar. Stamped
OFFICIAL FOLSOM AUDLEY etc.

416

418 - COLT 455 ELEY MAGAZINE
Rare magazine for the British Military issue .455 cal 1911
Colt Pistol. Has original 50/50 blue and staple lanyard ring.
The base is stamped CAL .455 ELEY. VGC B/CLR
408
420

421

411
422

423

419 - THREE COLT BOOKS
Colt Presentations - From the Factory Ledges 1850-1869.
Soft cover, small format, 105 pages with B&W pictures. A
Century of Achievement 1836-1936 Colt, 96 pages, hard
cover, medium format and Colt Tips by Larson, soft cover,
139 pages with B&W pictures. GC
420 - WALTHER TPH PISTOL
Vintage, circa 1969, semi automatic pistol. 2¾” .22lr cal
barrel. Slide with Walther banner and Ulm address. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC original
black plastic grips. Includes its original matching number,
box with manual, rod and test target. Hard to find better.
ExWO&C CLR
421 - WALTHER MODEL 8 PISTOL
Vintage, circa 1920-30's, German vest pistol. 2¾” .25acp
cal barrel, slide with integral sights, banner logo and Zella
Mehlis address and proofs. Near all original blue with some
minor speckling. VGC original grips with blue and gold
enamel logo. VG-ExWO&C CLR
422 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL
Belgian pocket/vest pistol. 2” .25acp cal barrel, slide with
late pattern Herstal address. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC original browning logo grips. ExWO&C CLR
423 - MAUSER WTP1 PISTOL
Vintage, circa 1920's, German vest/pocket pistol. 2¼”
.25ACP cal barrel, the slide marked with Oberndorf address
and WTP etc with Crown/U proof. Metalwork has most
original blue with some loss around the safety and towards
the muzzle. VGC original faux wood grips and includes its
original banner logo magazine.

424

412 - COLT FRONTIER REVOLVER
US Colt double action model 1878 revolver, circa 1898.
4¾” 44-40 cal barrel with original sight and marked with
correct two line Hartford address and COLT FRONTIER
SIX SHOOTER. The frame is marked with Colt logo next to
the grip. Metalwork has original thinning blue turning grey
in areas. ExC original hand rubber grips with rampant Colt
logo and lanyard. Action is strong. VGWO&C CLR
413 - COLT POCKET CONVERSION REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1873-80 Colt factory cartridge conversion
revolver. This particular model was built from factory parts
for the Colt 1862 Police and pocket Navy revolvers. 3½”
.38CF cal barrel with original bead sight and two line address. The five shot cylinder is converted type with Colts
patent mark and faint scene. The frame has 1871/72 patent dates, the trigger guard has been correctly over stamped
38CAL and all visible serial numbers in the 311 thousand
range are matching. Metalwork has dark original patina with
traces of blue. VGC original walnut grips. VGWO&C CLR

416 - COLT SINGLE ACTION HOLSTER & BELT
Vintage ornate tooled leather holster and belt for 4¾” single action Army revolver, the belt has loops for .22 and the
holster has ornate tooled design. A nice display piece. VGC

415

410 - COLT SECOND GENERATION S/A REVOLVER
Vintage, circa 1966 model 1873 S/A Army revolver. 5½”
.45 long cold barrel with original sight and Hartford address
as well as COLT SINGLE ACTION ARMY 45 on the side.
The frame with two line patent and rampant Colt logo. Metalwork has near all original bright blue to the barrel cylinder
and straps with slight loss at the muzzle. The gun has discreet London proofs on the barrel and cylinder. The frame
has faint case colours with some minor speckling near the
grip. The original ivory grips are turning a soft yellow colour. ExWO&C B/CLR
411 - WINCHESTER & COLT COMMEMORATIVES
Circa 1984 Commemorative Set containing a Winchester
94 carbine and Colt Peacemaker single action revolver. The
Winchester 94 has a 20” 44.40cal round barrel and is gold
etched with Winchester logo, factory exterior and foliage
designs. The receiver is etched also in gold with the Winchester cowboy and WC. Metalwork retains all bright blue
and case colours on the lever. ExC deluxe walnut checkered
stock with only a slight bubble to the clear coat by the butt
plate. The Colt is also in 44.40 cal and has a 7½” barrel
also gold etched with foliage designs, Colt logo and factory.
The black powder frame is case hardened and the cylinder
is gold etched WC and Colt rampant horse logo. Metalwork
retains all bright blue with just slight staining on the white
finished hammer. ExC original grips with etched Colt signature on the back strap. Contained in its original oak display
case with red velvet lining and Colt and Winchester medals.
ExWO&C A&CLR Estimate 7,000-$8,000

415 - VINTAGE SINGLE ACTION HOLSTER
Antique, circa late 19th Century, US holster and belt for a
Colt 1873 SAA revolver. Stamped V.L.&A CHICAGO on
both the belt and holster with loops. FC

424 - SEAM VEST PISTOL
Spanish copy of a Browning 1906 pocket pistol, circa early
20th century. 2¼”.25acp cal barrel, slide marked FABRICA
DE ARMAS S.E.A.M etc. Frame without grip safety. Metalwork has most overall original blue, VGC original logo
grips. VGWO&C CLR

425

425 - PRINCES PATENT PISTOL
Spanish copy of a Browning 1906 vest pistol. 2¼” .25acp
cal barrel, slide with Fabrique de Guerne address etc. Frame
with grip and slide safety. Metalwork has bright blue thinning in areas and some speckling. GC original logo hard
rubber grips. G-VGWO&C CLR

413

414 - COLT 1860 ARMY HOLSTER
Very rare original antique, circa 1860, black leather open
top holster known as the 'California' pattern to suit the 1860
ARMY. Single belt loop attached by brass rivets. Includes a
modern replacement leather lanyard. VGC

426

414

426 - PPSH41 S.M.G
Soviet sub machine gun. 13” 7.62 TOK cal barrel with original sights and ventilated shroud. 1943 dated and ordnance
marked. Metalwork with near all typical arsenal re-finish.
GC original woodwork with matching serial number complete with its 71R drum magazine. VGWO&C C&P7LR
To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.
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427 - MKII STEN GUN
WWII British Military 9MM cal STEN sub machine gun.
This particular gun is a ‘parts kit’ variant built from some
original and replacement parts, the barrel, tubular receiver
and stock appear to be remade. The original magazine well
is marked STEN.MKII ENGLAND ↑ E&?. No magazine
otherwise GWO&C CLR
428 - POLISH PM63
Polish Cold War era machine pistol. 6” 9mm Makarov cal
barrel with hand protector. The slide with original sights and
with Radom 11 arsenal mark and 1974 date. Near all blue
finish, ExC black plastic furniture and steel sliding stock.
Includes its 25R magazine. In as issued ExWO&C C&P7LR
429 - VZ 61 SCORPION PISTOL
Czech Cold War era Machine Pistol. 4¼” .32acp cal barrel
threaded at the end for silencer etc. The receiver with original sights and three position selector is dated 1963. Metalwork has near all arsenal grey enamel finish. Steel folding
stock and wooden pistol grip with loss to the varnish. Includes its 10R magazine. VGWO&C CLR
430 - 1921 THOMPSON S.M.G
Rare and desirable Colt manufactured model of 1921
Thompson sub machine gun. This particular firearm is part
of a batch of firearms known today as ‘Irish Swords’. These
were supplied by Auto Ordnance agent George Rorke to the
IRA under great controversy. The original shipment was
seized by the F.B.I before being smuggled out of New Jersey
but later released and sent to Ireland where they were used
during their Civil War and after by the I.R.A. 12” .45acp cal
fluted barrel correctly without compensator. The receiver is
marked THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN CALIBRE .45
AUTOMATIC COLT CARTRIDGE MANUFACTURED
BY COLT'S PATENT FIREARMS MFG CO HARTFORD.
CONN.U.S.A MODEL OF 1921 (943 the serial number has
been correctly struck out and later re-applied). The other
side is marked with Auto Ordnance New York address and
patent information ending in 1920 and John Barrett inspectors mark. The lower number has also been struck and reapplied. Metalwork has thinning original blue with some
pinpricking on the lower flats of the receiver but is typical
for this gun. ExC Estimate $22,000 - $28,000
431 - THOMPSON ACCESSORY SET
Original WWII era accessories for the M1 and M1A1. Includes spare parts, bag, rod, oil bottle, brush, spring and
guide, buffer and ejector. ExC CLR
432 - THOMPSON SLING
Original WWII period webbing sling for the 1928/M1A1
SMG's. Blued steel fittings with olive drab, thin type webbing, two of the rivets have torn away on one section but
still displays well on the gun. FC
433 - STEN PISTOL GRIP
Reproduction wooden fore grip for the MK5 Sten as used by
British paratroopers. ExC

438 - GLOCK 26 PISTOL
Sub compact Gen 4 semi auto pistol fitted with G19 4” 9mm
cal barrel. Slide with near all finish. ExC polymer frame.
Includes two magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR
439 - SIG 220 PISTOL
Vintage Swiss semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, the
slide with original sights is marked SIG SAUER P220 Made
in Germany. Metalwork retains near all original matte black
finish. ExC original plastic grips. Includes its original box
and manual. ExWO&C B/CLR
440 - FAIRBAIRN-SYKES DAGGER
Rare WWII second pattern Sykes dagger by Joseph Rodgers
with ‘beaded & ringed” grip. 15.8cm double edged polished
blade with plated guard. The markings on the guard have
worn but are Sheffield England, broad arrow. The brass
handle has nine beaded brass rings between standard rings.
These are generally seen as Officers models due to their
higher cost and are seldom seen. Blade is in VGC, missing
its scabbard. VGC

427
441

428

441 - STAG HANDLE SYKES-DAGGER
WWII era Stag horn hilted Fairbairn Sykes commando
dagger. 17½cm double edge blade, the crossguard is blued
steel oval shape and 2mm thick. The antler handle is 10cm
long with steel pommel. Complete with its leather scabbard
marked Sheffield England. VGC
442 - BOOT KNIFE
Most likely German/Austrian Military Boot Knife, circa
1980's. Direct copy of the Gerber MKI, 12cm double edge
polished blade. Green textured alloy handle with tan leather
sheath. ExC

429

443 - DUTCH FIGHTING KNIFE
Dutch Military fighting/trench knife. This pattern was first
introduced in 1916 and re-issued in WWII. 20½cm double edge blade with traces of blue finish and marked with
Crown/Z ordnance stamp also on the grip and ferrule. The
steel cross guard is stamped with serial number. Distinctive
oval shape ringed wooden grip. VG-ExC

434

444 - GALIL RIFLE
Isreali Military select fire automatic rifle. Mid size variant
with 14” 556 cal barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug and
original sights. The receiver with ambidextrous selector is
marked in Hebrew and Isreali crest. Metalwork has original finish thinning to grey. GC original synthetic forend and
grip with steel folding stock. Includes 2x35R magazines.
GWO&C C&P7LR

438

445 - VZ 58 RIFLE
Czech Cold War era selective fire rifle. 15” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber has
‘71 date and she ordnance mark. Metalwork has near all
typical arsenal grey enamel finish. Harder to find fixed stock
variant with original resin wood furniture. Includes its 30R
magazine. VGWO&C C&P7LR

439

446 - GALIL RIFLE
Ex Isreali Military issue variant of the Galil rifle. 18” .223
cal barrel with original flash hider and sights. The receiver
with ambidextrous three position selector and is marked in
Hebrew and with National crest. Metalwork has thinning
original finish, steel folding stock, synthetic grip and wooden forend. Includes its 30R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

434 - CZ 75 SP01 PISTOL
Czech semi automatic target pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel,
the slide with original fibre optic front and fixed rear and
is marked CZ75 SP-01 shadow. Metalwork has all original
finish. ExC original grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
435 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL
Austrian Gen 4 semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel. Slide
with near all original finish. ExC polymer frame. Includes
three magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR
436 - GLOCK 19 PISTOL
Austrian Gen 4 semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, slide
with near all original finish. ExC polymer frame. Includes
extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
437 - GLOCK 34 PISTOL
Austrian Gen 4 semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, slide
with original adjustable sights & all markings & finish. ExC
polymer frame. Includes 2 magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

442

444

445

447 - SUBMACHINE GUN BOOK
The Worlds Machine Pistols & Submachine Guns by Tom
Nelson. Hard cover, large format, B&W pictures. Excellent
reference for over 200 guns. ExC
448 - AK47 BAYONET
Early variant with thin 19.8cm blade without wire cutter.
Dark red synthetic grip with blued fittings, includes its scabbard with frog. VGC

448
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449 - AKM BAYONET
Most likely Polish type II AKM bayonet. 15cm blade without saw back but with wire cutter. Serial number on the
guard, brown red synthetic grip with leather lanyard. Black
steel scabbard with rubber overlay and matching serial number, plus leather frog. ExC

461 - SMLE NO1 MKIII* RIFLE
British Military WWI era Lee Enfield rifle that has been
Military refurbished in the 1950's. 25” .303 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug and BSA logo, the side of the
receiver is marked Crown/GR B.S.A Co 1917 SHT LE III*.
Metalwork has near all finish, bolt and receiver have matching numbers. Woodwork is in untouched ExC complete with
sling. ExWO&C ALR

453

450 - SWEDISH MAUSER BAYONET
Swedish Military bayonet for the M1896 rifle. 21cm spear
point blade in the white, blued steel handle and scabbard
with worn leather frog. VGC

454

451 - K98 BAYONET
WWII German Mauser K98 bayonet. 25cm blued blade
dated 1941 and ddl makers code. ExC Bakelite grips with
Waffen-amt marks on the pommel, complete with its original matching number scabbard with original 39 dated and
makers marked frog. Hard to find better. ExC

451

463 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military SMLE carbine. 20” .303 cal barrel with
original flash hider, sights and bayonet lug. The chamber stamped ENGLAND and proof mark. The receiver is
marked NO5 MK1 ROF (F) and 10/46 date. Metalwork has
near all original enamel black finish. Bolt, gun and stock
are matching. VGC forend while the butt stock has some
handling dings. ExWO&C ALR

456

452 - SCORPION HOLSTER ETC
Original leather holster for the Czech VZ51 Scorpion machine pistol, plus a double magazine pouch. VGC
453 - S&W MODEL 25 REVOLVER
Vintage US double action model 25-5 revolver, circa 1980's.
4” .45 long Colt cal barrel with adjustable sights and original
markings which are also on the frame. Metalwork has near
all blue and case colours. ExC original grips. ExWO&C B/
CLR

457

465

464 - 07’ BAYONET
Bayonet for the No1 MKIII SMLE. 42½cm blade with April
1915 date and ANDERSON makers and ordnance mark. GC
wooden grips, variant with cleaning hole in the pommel and
marked C.S.M/107. Complete with scabbard. VGWO&C

454 - S&W MODEL 27 REVOLVER
US vintage model 27.2 double action revolver, circa early
1970's. 5½” .357 cal barrel with original adjustable sights
and markings. The frame with logo, metalwork retains near
all original bright blue and case colours with slight loss and
a couple of pin prick marks at the front of the barrel. ExC
original wood grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
455 - S&W 686 REVOLVER
US late model 686-6 double action revolver. 6” .357 Magnum cal barrel with original adjustable sights. Stainless
steel metalwork without significant marks or scratches. ExC
original rubber grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

465 - NUMBER 7 BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the No4 Lee Enfield British Military rifle. 20cm blade in the white with blue section at the ricasso
which is marked No7 MKVI 1948. VGC dark brown Bakelite grips and includes steel scabbard. VGC
459

460

457 - CANIK TP9SF PISTOL
Turkish striker fired semi auto pistol based on the Walther
P99 4.4" 9mm cal barrel. Slide with fixed sights. Flat dark
earth colour slide and polymer frame. This gun is brand new
and includes original box with holster and extra magazine.
NEW B/CLR

459 - SMLE No1 MKIII* RIFLE
Australian Military WWII period Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The wrist
marked MA Lithgow S.M.L.E III* 1941. Bolt, receiver and
stock are matching. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. ExC original woodwork with Lithgow cartouche stock
and sling. ExWO&C ALR
460 - SMLE No4 RIFLE
British Military WWII Lee Enfield bolt action rifle. 25”
.303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber with sold out of service mark and the receiver is fitted
with basic aperture sight and marked U.S PROPERTY with
Savage S prefix (for U.S lend lease) No4 MKI* 1943. Bolt
and receiver are matching numbers. Metalwork has near
all original parkerised finish. ExC original Savage marked
woodwork with alloy butt and swivels. ExWO&C ALR

462

463

466 - No4 MK2 BAYONET
Spike bayonet for the No4 SMLE rifle. Complete with steel
scabbard. Thinning enamel finish. G-VGC
467 - STEYR 1905 PISTOL
Early 20th Century Austrian M1905 semi auto pistol. 6¼”
7.63 Mannlicher cal barrel with stripper clip fed magazine.
Marked on the frame SYSTEM MANNLICHER Md 1905
WAFFENFABRIK STEYR. Metalwork has near all original
blue with some pinpricking on the frame and the other side
has what appears to be a Military crest removed (most likely
Argentine) VGC grooved wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

456 - DAN WESSON REVOLVER
6” .357 cal barrel with adjustable sights and ventilated rib.
Metalwork has near all original blue with some handling
marks and scratches. VGC original rubber grips. VGWO&C
B/CLR

458 - CANIK SHARK FL PISTOL
Turkish semi auto pistol based on the CZ 75/85. 4¼” 9mm
cal ported barrel and slide. Metalwork has desert tan finish
with black plastic grips. This gun is brand new and includes
its box and two magazines. NEW B/CLR

462 - MAORI CARVED SMLE RIFLE
Lee Enfield rifle with custom carved wooden stock. 25” 303
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The top of
the receiver has tap holes for scope and the wrist is marked
Crown/ER Enfield 1910 SHT LE III. Magazine cut off has
been removed. The woodwork is a modern replacement that
has Maori carved design. VGWO&C ALR

467

468 - STEYR HAHN PISTOL
Austro-Hungarian model 1911 semi auto pistol. 5” 9x23
cal barrel. The slide marked STEYR 1912 MOD 1911 and
Chilean crest as well as EJERCITO DE CHILE. Metalwork
has near all blue and ExC wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
469 - WEBLEY MARK 1 REVOLVER
British Military Government model revolver. 4” .455 cal
barrel with faint ordnance marks on the top strap. The cylinder and frame are also ordnance marked and the small parts
have ↑ mark. The frame is marked WEBLEY MARK1 PATENT and 1899 date. Metalwork has all over aged Military
refinish. The smooth original wooden grips have been field
customised with carved grip texture. VGWO&C B/CLR

469

468

471

470 - WEBLEY MARK VI REVOLVER
British WWI Revolver. 6” .455 cal barrel with ordnance
marks etc. The frame with patent and 1917 date etc. Metalwork has dark grey to black original patina. ExC original
brown vulcanite grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
471 - COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER
WWI British Military issued Colt revolver. 5½” .455 cal
barrel with original sight and Hartford address and patent
information as well as NEW SERVICE 455 ELEY and
English proofs (also on the cylinder). The frame has British
ordnance marks and Colt logo. Metalwork has most original blue thinning where holstered. ExC original COLT logo
hard rubber grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

24
472 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
British double action revolver. 4.9” .38 S&W cal barrel with
Webley & Scott address etc. Metalwork has near all original
blue. ExC original black Webley logo checkered grips with
lanyard ring. ExWO&C B/CLR

484 - MAUSER 66 RIFLE
Vintage German sporting rifle. 24” .243 cal barrel with iron
sights. Marked with the banner logo, calibre and 10/66 proof
mark. The chamber has two tapped scope holes as does the
rear sight. The the telescopic breech action has twin set triggers and marked with Oberndorf address etc. Metalwork has
an overall faded plum coloured finish. GC original woodwork with handling marks with original swivels and butt
plate. G-VGWO&C ALR

473 - ENGLISH REVOLVER CASE ETC
Antique wooden gun case to suit large frame percussion revolver eg Adams/Tranter. The case has been relined and has
broken partition and missing key and lock face, 37x19cm
FC, plus a wooden handle turn screw and a bronze bullet
mold marked W???TON RC 32. GC

481

482

483

474 - COLT 1860 ARMY CASE
Good quality reproduction case for the Colt percussion revolver. U.S style with maroon velvet baize and a nice aged
look. Complete with reprinted loading instructions and key.
VGC

486 - HOWA 1500 RIFLE
Japanese bolt action sporting rifle. 22” .223 cal barrel with
1-8 twist. The receiver fitted with Leupold Mark 4 4 ½-14
power scope with 50mm objective and side focus. Metalwork has all original black finish. ExC camouflage stock.
ExWO&C ALR

475 - COLT 1851 NAVY CASE
Reproduction case for the Colt percussion revolver. U.S
style with green baize lining and re-printed loading instructions. VGC
476 - DIXON POWDER FLASK
Antique copper and brass English bag shaped powder flask
as found in cased English revolvers. Marked James Dixon
& Sons London and three position for 6/8 5/8 4/8, a few
small pressure dings and aged patina. Missing spring otherwise GC

487 - S&W MODEL 41 PISTOL
High quality vintage U.S target pistol. Variant with 7”
.22lr cal slab sided barrel with adjustable sights. Marked
with Springfield address and all markings. Metalwork has
near all original bright blue finish. ExC original right hand
checkered walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

485

477 - PERCUSSION CAPS
Four antique percussion cap tins and caps. Desirable
Kynoch double waterproof brand with embossed metallic
trade label. Eley London tall style tin plus a small Eley tin
with faded label and an empty large unmarked tin. GC
478 - 450 COLLECTORS AMMO
A rare original 50R metal box of ammunition for the .450
calibre English revolvers Eley Bros Ltd London, green paper label and full with original ammo. ExC ALR

486

484

490 - BROWNING BUCKMARK PISTOL
US made semi auto target pistol with 5½” .22lr slab sided
barrel and adjustable sight. Near all original blue with handling marks and VGC original grips. Includes 2 magazines.
VGWO&C B/CLR

480 - 405 WINCHESTER AMMO
A collectors box of .405 Winchester for the 1895 rifle. 20R
sealed packet with orange label with 1920 date, slight break/
split in the edge of the lid otherwise. ExC ALR

494

481 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER RIFLE
Vintage high quality Austrian Model MC Sporting rifle. 22”
.270cal original barrel with foresight (but rear removed).
Marked with serial number and 1959 date which is matching on the receiver. The chamber has all original markings
and calibre. The side of the gun is fitted with a U.S Griffin
& Howe quick release scope mount. The action has twin set
triggers, metalwork retains near all original blue fading in
areas. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

483 - STEYR MODEL M RIFLE
Austrian left handed bolt action sporting rifle. 23” 6.5x55
cal barrel with original sights and U.S importer. The receiver with twin set triggers is marked STEYR-MANNLICHER-M and fitted with Weaver bases. Metalwork retains all
original blue. ExC walnut stock with a few minor marks.
ExWO&C ALR

488 - COLT TARGETSMAN REVOLVER
US vintage, circa 1964, .22lr cal silenced pistol. The gun
has been fitted with a custom integral 8½” long silencer. The
slide and frame with Colt markings, metalwork has minor
scratches and most overall finish. GC original right hand
wooden target grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
489 - RUGER MKIII PISTOL
US semi auto target pistol. 5½” .22lr cal stainless steel bull
barrel and action with scope rail and original sights. ExC
original black plastic grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

479 - 460 WINCHESTER AMMO
Collectors 20R complete box of 40-60 ammunition for the
‘76 lever action rifle. Green and orange (faded to yellow)
packet with aged oil staining but complete with original
rounds, circa 1900-1914. GC ALR

482 - SCHULTZ & LARSEN RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1960's, high quality Danish sporting rifle.
23” .270 cal barrel without iron sights. Marked with makers
logo and calibre. The receiver marked M65DL with S&L
address and has Weaver scope bases. Metalwork has near
all overall blue with some loss around the trigger guard and
some staining to the metal bolt handle. VGC original wooden stock with some handling dings complete with original
swivels and butt pad. VG-ExWO&C ALR

485 - WALTHER TARGET RIFLE
High quality German vintage .22lr cal bolt action single shot
target rifle. 28” heavy barrel with original sights. The chamber with banner logo and grooved receiver with original aperture target sights. Metalwork is in ExC and retains near
all original bright blue. ExC original walnut target stock.
ExWO&C ALR

491 - ROSSI M511 REVOLVER
Brazilian .22lr 6 shot small frame double action revolver.
4” barrel with adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork
with minor handling marks. VGC original wooden grips.
VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
492 - ARMINIUS 22 MAG REVOLVER
German Weihrauch double action 8 shot .22 Magnum calibre revolver. 3.9” barrel, metalwork with some loss of finish on the barrel otherwise VGC. Brown faux wood grips.
VGWO&C CLR

487

488

491

493 - COLT LIGHTNING CARBINE
Antique, circa 1893, medium frame slide/pump action carbine. 20” round .44 Colt calibre barrel with original sights
and marked with Colt Hartford address, patent and calibre.
The receiver is marked with the rampant horse logo. Metalwork has most overall original blue with still some brightness in areas. Overall fine scratching and some mild pin
pricking on the magazine band. VGC original stock and
swivels. VGWO&C ALR
494 - COLT LIGHTNING .22 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1898, small frame slide/pump action rifle.
24” .22 S/L RF cal round barrel marked with Colt Hartford
address and calibre as well as period London proof marks.
The frame has faint rampant horse logo. Metalwork has
mottled dark patina with traces of blue. The top tang has had
a peep sight fitted at one time and the rear sight on the barrel
is a replacement. The serial number has been overstamped
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at some point. The original woodwork has a slight aged
crack on one side of the wrist that has been repaired and has
original hard rubber butt plate. VGWO&C ALR
495 - MARLIN 1898 RIFLE
Vintage US lever action rifle. 25” 35-55 cal octagonal barrel with Marlin New Haven address and black powder only
marks and 38.55 with full magazine. Action is a takedown
and Marlin markings on the tang. Metalwork has most reblue with pinpricking underneath. GC woodwork with rubber butt plate fitted. FWO&C ALR

495

515

497

506 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Belgian semi automatic pistol. 3¼” .32acp cal barrel, slide
with later style Herstal FN address. Metalwork retains near
all original bright blue. ExC original FN logo Bakelite
grips. ExWO&C C/LR

496

496 - TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD
US Military model 1878 cadet type rifle. 24½” 45-70 cal
barrel with correct sights. The breech marked US MODEL
1878. The lockplate is marked with Eagle and US SPRINGFIELD. The woodwork has aged repair to the wrist which
has cracked, and has carbine swivel. GWO&C ALR

507 - FN 1906 PISTOL
Browning vintage vest pistol. 2¼” .25acp cal barrel, slide
with Herstal address. Metalwork with near all original blue.
VGC hard rubber FN logo grips. ExWO&C CLR

497 - WINCHESTER ‘73 RIFLE
US antique, 3rd model, lever action rifle, circa 1892. 24” 3840 cal round barrel with button mag and original sights. The
address is faint but can’t make out the calibre and it has also
worn from the brass lifter. Metalwork has grey metal patina
turning bright in areas and dark on the frame. VGC crescent
shape butt stock. The forend has an aged crack on the length
of one side. GWO&C ALR
498 - LEUPOLD SCOPE
US fixed 12 power target telescopic sight with adjustable
objective lens, sun shade and target turrets. Blued finish
with minor scratching. VGC

508 - P38 MAGAZINE
Original WWII Walther P38 9mm pistol magazine. Marked
on the left hand side jrd P38 and on the spine WaA706 jvd.
Most overall thinning blue. VGC B/CLR
509 - P38 HOLSTER
Black leather break-away holster for P38 pistol and magazine. Marked 3PZG. Most likely post war French. It is in the
same style as the German WWII holster. VGC
510 - WALTHER P38 BOOK
The Walther P.38 - Germany's 9mm Semi Automatic Pistol
in WWII by Cailleau. Hard copy, large format, 80 pages
with excellent colour photos and reference information.
NEW

502

499 - ZOS TELESCOPIC SIGHT
8-32x50 with electronic reticle, target turrets and side focus
reticle. Includes its 30mm weaver rings. VGC

511 - RADOM PISTOL BOOK
VIS Radom - A Study and Photographic Album of Polands
Finest Pistol by York. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos, 256 pages. NEW

500 - MAGPUL 10/22 STOCK
X22 Back packer stock for take down model Ruger 10/22
rifles. ExC ALR
501 - SPOTTING SCOPE
Spotting scope and tripod. 55mm lens with 18-54 power
magnification and angled eye piece. This item appears to be
unused and is new in the box with carry bag. ExC
502 - WWII P38 PISTOL
An unusual and interesting late war P38 pistol produced by
and issued to the French when the Mauser plant was occupied by the French in April of 1945. This particular gun
is in the very early 3000g block of numbers and has a blued
5” 9mm cal barrel, while the slide and frame are unfinished.
The slide is marked P38 SVW 45 and serial number plus
Waffen-amt marks matching on the frame. It is also marked
with the French five pointed star. The grips are the brown
plastic type not the sheet metal type, the magazine is blued
and stamped on the spine eagle/359. This series of P38 received the collectors nickname of the ‘Grey Ghost’. Due to
the low numbers and colour of the finish. We believe this to
be one that would have been issued to the French in the last
month of the War. VGWO&C B/CLR
503 - P38 PISTOL
WWII German semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, the slide
is marked P38 byf 44 (Mauser 1944) and serial number as
well as Waffen-amt marked which is also on the frame. The
barrel is mismatched but is correct late war type. Metalwork
has dark grey patina with areas of blue and some holster
speckle staining to the right hand side of the slide. VGC
original black grips and jud makers marked and Waffen-amt
magazine. GWO&C B/CLR
504 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
West German Police semi auto pistol. 3¾” .32acp cal barrel
with 1962 proof date, the slide with banner logo and Ulm
address. Most overall original blue with some holster wear.
Grip strap marked F Pol Ffm and crossed out shield logo.
VGC original black plastic grips, showing wear. VGWO&C
B/CLR

505 - SWEDISH ‘07 PISTOL
Swedish Military Browning 1907 semi automatic pistol. 5”
9mm Browning long calibre barrel, the slide with Husqvarna address and original sights. The frame with rack number
and proof marks. Metalwork has correct all over original
slightly textured Military finish. ExC original hard rubber
grips with Swedish crest. Includes an original holster with
extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

512 - EARLY LUGER MAGAZINE
1905 period German Military magazine for the 9mm Luger
pistol. Retains near all nickel finish, wooden base with large
style number (3708B), as found in Naval and early Lugers.
Hard to find better ExC B/CLR

503

513 - EARLY LUGER MAGAZINE
Similar to previous but with some loss of the nickel finish.
Large serial number on base. VGC B/CLR
504

505

506

507

514 - POST WAR MAUSER LUGER MAGAZINE
High quality German P08 magazine, blued body with black
Bakelite base plate and marked with the Mauser banner
logo, circa 1960's. In like new ExC B/CLR
515 - SNIDER ARTILLERY CARBINE
NZ Military breech loading carbine. 21½” .577 cal barrel with bayonet, original sights and ordnance marks. The
chamber is stamped N81Z/III/443 (matching on the stock).
The action has the mark III spring catch and flat faced hammer, the lock plate is marked 1880 G BONEHILL, Crown/
VR and acceptance mark. Metalwork has all over dark blue
thinning in places. The original woodwork with brass furniture has an aged crack at the heel but otherwise is in VGC
with crisp cartouche and swivels. VGWO&C ALR
516 - SNIDER YEOMANRY CARBINE
NZ Military breech loading carbine. 19¼”.577 cal barrel
with original sights and ordnance marks. The chamber is
marked S/N80Z/III/0235 (matching on the stock). The action is mark III type and the side plate is marked Crown/VR
with ordnance and BSA 1880 marks. Metalwork has dark
patina with scattered pinpricking to the barrel. VGC original woodwork with brass furniture. The butt plate is missing the trap and the front band is a replacement. VGWO&C
ALR
516
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517 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military Martini action breech loading carbine. 21” .303
cal barrel with ordnance marks and ‘11 date signifying this
was converted to carbine from a rifle in 1911. The chamber is marked ↑ N s Z 98. The action is marked Crown/VR/
Enfield 1901 ME303 I. Metalwork has all over blue, VGC
woodwork with swivels. VGWO&C ALR

528 - M1 CARBINE
An unusual vintage Japanese Howa made M1 carbine for
the Royal Thai Police. 18” .30 carbine cal barrel with original sights and crest over chamber. Near all parkerised finish.
ExC original walnut stock with sling and 15R magazine.
VG-ExWO&C P6/P7LR
517

518 - NO4 LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
NZ WWII SMLE rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with bayonet lug
and adjustable rear sight. The receiver is marked NO4 MK1*
LONG BRANCH 1942. Metalwork retains all original finish and all visible serial numbers including the magazine are
matching. ExC original N↑Z marked stock. Complete with
sling. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C ALR

528

519 - ROLLING BLOCK SHOTGUN
A Swedish single shot 16g rolling block shotgun which also
has a 12.7 original rifle barrel. All over dull blue finish with
speckle staining. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
520 - DEACTIVATED K98 RIFLE
German WWII Mauser bolt action rifle that has been deactivated for the UK market by cutting the bolt face and
plugging the chamber. The rifle is a typical Soviet capture
with mismatched numbers and arsenal refinish. Marked byf
44 and has VGC laminated stock. GC ALR

519

531 - MERWIN & HULBERT REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1880's, US double action revolver. 3” .32CF
cal barrel with original sight and marked MERWIN HULBERT & Co NEW YORK. The frame with 5 shot cylinder
uses an unique loading system where the barrel turns .45
degrees and slides forward to load and unload. The hammer
spur also folds to avoid catching in the pocket. Metalwork is
in ExC retaining all original nickel finish and case colours.
ExC original mother of pearl grips. Hard to find better example of this early US antique cartridge revolver. ExWO&C
CLR
532 - COLT 1903 PISTOL
US Model 1903 hammerless pistol, circa 1916. 3¾” .32acp
cal barrel, slide with original sights and Hartford address.
Metalwork has grey to dark mottled finish. GC original
grips. GWO&C CLR
533 - WEBLEY 1908 PISTOL
British, early 20th century, semi auto ‘Police’ model (as
used by the British Metropolitan Police). 3.45” .32acp cal
barrel, slide with integral sight and marked with Webley
& Scott address and logo. Metalwork with near all old re
blue, VGC original checkered vulcanite black grips. GVGWO&C CLR

531

523 - PATTERN ‘88 BAYONET
British Military knife bayonet for the Martini Enfield and
Long Tom rifles. 30cm blade with 3.01 date and Sanderson
makers and Enfield ordnance marks. MKII type with brass
rivets and hole in the panel. The stitching on the scabbard
has disintegrated but the leather is intact. GC

530

524 - GERMAN CROSS
Scarce and highly collectable WWII Nazi German Cross
in gold. These were awarded for bravery or achievement
in combat. Blackened enamel Swastika with silver edge
and surrounded by gold laurel wreath on red enamel background. Blackened silver star. The back with four hollow
fine rivets and flat pin. The highlights of the badge show a
nice amount of wear. Approx 62mm across. VGC

527 - SAS BERET
Modern reproduction of a British WWII era S.A.S beige
coloured felt beret with cloth who dares wins patch, size
7 ¼/58. ExC

529

523

522 - FRENCH AVENGER DAGGER
Second pattern of the French Avenger of 1870 fighting
knife, circa WWI era. 17cm double edge blade identical to
the French made American pattern 1918 knuckle knives.
Steel crossguard and turned wooden handle complete with
its original steel scabbard with steel belt loop. VGC

526 - TOY SOLDIERS
Five British WWII lead soldiers in battle dress. Four private
and one NCO. Approximately 6cm high, in original box.
ExC

530 - COLT ‘THUNDERER’ REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1895, model 1877 double action revolver. 4
½” .41 cal barrel marked with two line Hartford address and
calibre. The frame has patent dates and rampant horse logo
(also on the grips). Metalwork has dark original patina with
blue in concealed areas and all serial numbers are matching.
The original hard rubber grips have worn smooth at the base
and action functions well. VGWO&C B/CLR

518

521 - THIRD PATTERN F.S DAGGER
WWII era Third pattern Fairbairn - Sykes dagger. 17½cm
blued blade. The guard is stamped ENGLAND, this signifies that it was part of a shipment sent to the USA. The blade
retains near all original blued finish. The handle has most
thinning black finish and is marked with the number 1 mold
mark. Includes its original leather sheath plus a provenance
letter from the vendor stating its ownership by a US WWII
Veteran who served in Italy. ExC

525 - PRINCESS MARY GIFT TIN
WWI Fund-raising gift tin. Embossed brass tin with Christmas 1914 and allied countries etc. Originally it contained
chocolate and tobacco and a card as well as the sterling silver pencil bullet which it still has. VGC NLR

529 - MAUSER C96 CARBINE
A modern manufactured from original parts reproduction
of the famous carbine variant of the C96 pistol. 16” 7.63
cal barrel with Oberndorf address. Rear sight graduated to
1000 meters. Frame with banner logo. Metalwork has all
over black re-blue thinning on the barrel. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C CLR

534 - TAURUS PT99 PISTOL
Brazilian semi auto pistol based on the Beretta 92. 5” 9mm
cal barrel and slide with adjustable sights. Metalwork has
thinning original finish, rubber checkered grips. GWO&C
B/CLR

533

535 - RUGER OLD ARMY REVOLVER
US .44 cal percussion revolver. 7½” barrel with adjustable
sights. Stainless steel metalwork with some scratches. GCPachmayr rubber grips. GWO&C B/CLR
524

536 - REMINGTON 870 SHOTGUN
US pump action shotgun. 21” 12g vent rib barrel with interchangeable chokes (½ choke fitted) and 3” chamber.
Receiver marked 870 Magnum special purpose. Metalwork
and synthetic stock has all over ‘Real Tree’ camo finish, in
as new ExWO&C ALR

520

537 - REMINGTON 870 SHOTGUN
26” 12g vent rib barrel with 3” chamber and multi choke (½
choke fitted). Receiver marked 870 Express Magnum. Metalwork has all over parkerised finish. ExC black synthetic
stocks. In as new ExWO&C ALR

536

538

521

538 - CUSTOM MAUSER RIFLE
Custom built sporting rifle built on a WWII era K98 rifle.
26” 8x57 cal barrel with iron sight, the receiver tapped for
scope but fitted with target rear sight and has custom trigger
guard. Metalwork has near all gloss blue. ExC high grade
walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR
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539 - SPORTERISED MAUSER RIFLE
Custom sporting rifle built from a large ring 98 action. 25”
7x57 cal Military barrel with original sights. The receiver
has Pecar 4 power scope fitted and sporting triggergaurd.
Near all bright blue finish and ExC sporting wooden stock.
VGWO&C ALR

543
539
542

540 - WINCHESTER ‘92 RIFLE
US lever action, circa 1911. Re barrelled in .310 cadet with
24” BSA barrel marked 310-12-120. Metalwork has dark
patina, has been sanded and repaired at the tip of the butt.
FWO&C ALR
541 - HENRY .22 MAGNUM RIFLE
US lever action with 19” round barrel missing the front sight
hood. Metalwork has near all original blue finish but is thinning on the lower part of the receiver. VGC checkered walnut stock with QD swivel studs. VGWO&C ALR

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS
ALR
Standard firearms license
BLR
Pistol shooters license
CLR
Collectors license
P6LR
Prohibited firearm license
P7LR
Prohibited magazine license
NLR
No license required

542 - GREENER CLUB RIFLE
Antique, circa 1900, English Greener Martini action Miniature Club Rifle. 26” .22RF cal barrel with original foresight
and blank rear sight is marked W GREENER BIRMINGHAM MINIATURE CLUB RIFLE AMMUNITION .22.
Makers name is also on the side of the take down action.
The wrist has tang sight. Metalwork has dark grey patina.
GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
543 - TWO 22 RIFLES
BSA Sportsman 5 .22lr bolt action with detachable box
magazine, most thinning blue. GC woodwork with home
made swivels. Winchester 02 single shot in .22 short, grey
stained patina, wood stock shows wear. G/FWO&C ALR

541

CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS
ExWO&C Excellent working order & condition
VGWO&C Very good working order & condition
GWO&C
Good working order & condition
ExC
Excellent condition
VGC
Very good conditon
GC
Good condition
FC
Fair condition
PC
Poor condition

544 - MUGICA SHOTGUN
Brazilian side by side shotgun. 28” 12g barrels with full and
½ chokes. Boxlock action with twin triggers. Metalwork
has thinning blue. GC woodwork with handling scratches.
GWO&C ALR
CONTACT DETAILS
For information or price guide on lots
contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns
553 Great South Road. Penrose.
Telephone
+64 9 579-3771
Fax
+64 9 579-3401
Email
carvellsauctions@gmail.com
Website
www.gunauction.co.nz
Postal
P.O Box 112313
Penrose 1642. Auckland. NZ

We will have an Arms Officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a “pinky” form from your pistol club secretary.
Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date.
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. Note there is often a bank limit on eftpos of $2000. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit
cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express. Due to recent NZ banking changes we will no longer be able to accept personal cheques.
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.
POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding off the floor and any reserves. Send your bids early, if
two bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax, email or post your bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue. Payment must
be made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as delays hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not courier to post boxes, our courier
requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an estimate on freight and other charges.
BUYERS PREMIUM
12% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms, parts and ammunition (excluding antique) require a mail order form from a Police Officer validating your license. This form is forwarded on your behalf
to us from your local Arms Officer / Police station. Pistols & restricted weapons require a permit to procure before delivery
EXPORT – We can export to most countries. Firearms including antique have to be exported via air freight. We have a freight forwarder who can organise this for
you. An export license will need to be obtained. We charge a $80 fee for our time in organising the export and packaging, The freight forwarder will charge you for
the NZ export license and the freight for the firearm(s). This is usually charged forward and you will pay this on receiving your goods. The export process can take
around 4-8 weeks. For an estimate of the export license and freight charges please contact us. NZ G.S.T (VAT/sales tax) is only on the commission / buyers premium
portion of the items, because this service occurs in New Zealand this must be charged on exports. Items that are not firearms can be sent via NZ postal service and
will be charged at that rate plus packaging. Some items with historical significance to New Zealand may not be able to be exported.
CARVELL’S AUCTIONS STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 12% of the hammer price, GST of 15% will be charged on the buyers premium only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections and errors of description. The Auctioneers act as agent: they have full discretion to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either
case giving any reason: neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuineness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect in it and make no warranty. Due to the accurate reproduction
of some badges and particularly German, we catalogue all such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major auction houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder to satisfy himself on any such lots.
3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should any dispute arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute is to be immediately put up for sale again
at the preceding bidding or the Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.
4. No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer and no bid shall be retracted.
5. All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.
6. The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details and to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale. In default of which matters the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.
7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer and are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen , damaged
or otherwise destroyed, but they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or paid for, they may be sold immediately without prior notice being given to the defaulter.
8. Firearms Licenses and or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.
9. Payment: Payment must be made on the day of the auction unless prior organised with Carvells Auctions. Payment oftions are Eftpos, Bank Cheque, Cash, Internet bank transfer by arrangement, the Auctioneers
reserve the right to request identification in the case of any purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards ie Master Card/Visa will be accepted, however a 3% service charge will apply. Note the bank often has
a limit of around $2000 per day for eftpos
10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property through attempts to fire any firearms which are sold as collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.
11. POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve. All bids must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license. Only successful
bidders will be notified. Freight and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder. We dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES. We take all care but accept no
responsibility. Each package has $1000 insurance limit, also applies to items sent by post.
12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, Do not wait until you get your permits, delays hold up payment to our vendors.
13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details.
14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not acceptable. Recovery of debts will be strongly pursued through legal channels.
15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.
16. Measurements and weights are only an approximate.
17. Some items with significant historical significance and rarity to New Zealand may not be able to be exported.
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Back Cover and above, lot 206 Durs Egg Duelling pistols
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